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INTRODUCTION 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, on 
April 12 and 13, 1972, presented a seminar on Urban Design, Security 
and Crime. The seminar focused on security measures for preventing 
burglary and those stranger-to-stranger crimes that occur in and 
around residences and businesses in the urban community. The seminar 
reviewed the state-of-the-art and developed proposed research and 
act ion ideas fo r the future. 

Victimization surveys will shortly provide the research community 
with a firm estimate of the actual extent of crime in the nation. The 
FBI's Uniform Crime Reports--1970 indicate that over 54% of the 
reported crime in that year occurred off the street. Burglary alone 
accounted for 39% of the Crime Index offenses, while off-street larceny 
($50 or.more) and non-bank off-street robbery accounted for more than 
15% of the Crime Index offenses. 

One of the means for preventing these crimes is to eliminate the 
opportunity for crime. Preliminary studies in this .cf1e1? indica~e . 
tha t over 75% of today I s cri me occurs as a res ult 0 r aVOl dab 1 e Vl ctl m 
inaction or action which presents·to the offender the opportunity to 
commit the crime. If this is true, elimination of opportunities for 
crime should significantly reduce crime. The subject of this seminar, 
then, was the reduction of opportunities for crime. 

In 1963, the City of Oakland, California, began to plan, develop, 
and implement a sweeping commercial security ordinance to ~revent and 
reduce commercial burglary. Since then, developmental deslgn and 
implementation of residential and commercial sec~rity me~sures has 
expanded in breadth and scope throughout the natlon. T~lS mass effort 
has encompassed towns, cities, states and Federal agencles, and has. 
involved manufacturers and distributors of security hardware and prlvate 
and public research organizations. The Institute felt that it was time 
to bring together the representatives of these diverse concerns, so that 
the assembled group of dedicated private and public individuals could 
review and discuss current developments in security and develop a compre
hensive plan and direction for the future. Furthermore, by reviewing 
the state-of-the-art in this seminar, the Institute hoped to prevent 
unnecessary replication in research and development that could hinder 
the effort to improve security. 
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Better planning for future allocation of research and development 
resources in the area of building security requires coordination of 
efforts. The development of security system standards has 1 acked this 
needed coordination. In 1971, the State of California recognized the 
pressing need and enacted legislation (title 8, Section 14050 of the 
Penal Code) that charged the Cal iforni a Department of Justi ce Vlith 
the development of bui 1 ding security standards. Duri ng the past year, 
the Institute has planned to develop performance standards for security 
systems at the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory of the National 
Bureau of Standa rds. Meanwh il e, several hardware manufacturers and 
private associations are planning to develop security device standards. 
The Institute feels that the generation of an inconsistent assortment 
of security standards by other governmental and pri vate organi zations 
would only cause delays in, the implementation of effective standards. 

As part of the review of the state-of-the-art, the seminar 
included several progress reports from Institute research studies. 
Mr. Oscar Newman* reported on the Defensible Space Study in New York 
Public Housing, which has been ongoing for more than two years. Mr. 
Richard Stevens reported on the Burglary Prevention Study in Alexandria, 
Virginia, which has entered the implementation phase. Mr. Thomas Repetto 
reported on the first phase of the HUD-Institute Crime In and Around 
Residence Study. Reports from other Inst~ ~ute studies were not included 
for various reasons but primarily because it was felt that their research, 
res ults woul d have 1 ess ; mmedi ate impact on i mprov; ng security than woul d 
the results of the studies chosen.** 

*A list of Seminar Speakers with background sketches is included in 
Appendix A. 

**The Human Sciences Research Study, IIBurgl ary: A Study of Its Character, 
Correlates, Correctives, and Causes ,II is examining burglary as a process 
and is focusins on the offense, the offender, the victim, .and the 
IInon-victim. 1I This study's significant contributions to the prevention 
of burglary were emphasized in the Institute's Fourth National Symposium 
on Law Enforcement Science and Technology. 

The Systems for Residential Security Study is developing a total securHy 
system as a second phase of the Crime In and Around Residence Study. It 
is scheduled for complf~tion in May 1973. The Kansas City Street 
Lighting Study is presently evaluating the performance of improved street 
lighting against crime. The first phase, completed in April 1972, 
developed the evaluation plan only. The Sylvania Burglar Alarm Study, 
completed by July 1972, studied the effect of alarm sy,stems on burglary 
and robbery. 

;v 

The remalnlng panelists were chosen to include research and 
develoDment talents not already represented. Thus, Mr. Joseph 
Coat;s of the National Science Foundation (NSF) was asked to present 
an overview of the urban community and its relation to security and 
crime. Mr. Leo Gulinello was asked to speak on his work with non-
pol i ce securi ty per-sonnel as Di rector of Securi ty and Internal Affai rs 
of the Boston Housing Authority. Mr. Hollis DeVines of the Schlage 
Lock Company was asked to report on several aspects of building 
security as well as to discuss the program, IIIdentification of Personal 
Property. II Mr. DeVines ' extensive experience in industrial and other 
security programs throughout the country and his long directorship 
of the Schlage Security Institute recommended him as a seminar speaker. 
Finally, Mr. Verne Bunn, of the Small Business Administration's Kansas 
City Regional Offi ce, presented an address on security as it r~l ates to 
small business. Mr. Bunn is well qualified to speak on crime against 
small business. Since 1969 he has conducted about 25 training programs 
each year on shoplifting, emp10yee pilferage, and fraudulent checks. 

The present Fel!eral 2ffar'1, in security can be traced to 1969, 
when the lack of adequate crim~ insurance coverage in high crime 
urban areas contributed to the growing public concern and need for 
residential and commercial security. The U. S. Senate Select Committee 
on Small Business, with the 0ssistance of the Small Business Administration, 
investigated the inadequacies of crime insurance as part of its 
Crime Against Small Business Study. This committee recommended the 
adoption of local communities of residential and commercial security 
ordinances like the Oakland Model Security Code. Sergeant John G. 
Kearns of the Oakland Police Department, who had been the moving force 
behind the Oakland Model Code, was a principal consultant to this 
s ubcommi ttee. 

As a result, in 1971, Congress required in the original legislation 
for the Federal Crime Insurance Program that security measures be 
installed by all pmspective policyholders. Subsequently, the Federal 
Insurance Administration in HUD requested and received from the Institute 
recommendations for security guidelines for residential and commercial 
establishments.* The principal contributor and consultant in the 
de vel opment of these recommendati ons was Sergeant Kearns. Thi s program 

*The initial draft of these recommendations in the form of Minimum 
Building Security Guidelines and Cost Estimates for the Security 
Features is in Appendix B. 
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went into operation in nine highly urbanized states and the District 
of Columbia on August 1,1971. Because of these and many other 
contributions to public security, the Institute dedicated this 
Seminar to the late Sergeant John G. Kearns, 

The Institute has attempted to provide leadership and direction 
in research and action to the law enforcement and criminal justice 
community, It has contributed to the development of crime oriented 
planning, presently 'being made available by LEAA to state planning 
agencies and other research organizations throughout the country. 
This new planning method had as an outgrowth the development of plans 
for the impl ementation and eval uation of the LEAA Impact City Program. 
This program is expected to reduce burglary and stranger-to-stranger 
street crime by 5% in two years and 20% in five years, in eight high 
crime cities across the country. 

In addition, the Institute has initiated an Equipment Systems 
Improvement Program to plan and develop new eqUipment for the 
criminal justice system. This program will identify equipment needs 
and perform the required research to develop, test, and evaluate 
new equipment. 

During the four sessions of the seminar, twelve major addresses 
and reports were presented. Edited transcripts of these addresses 
and reports are included in the seminar Proceedings. 

vi 

Richard M. Rau 
Panel Moderator 
Research Operations Division 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 

~-------

INSTITUTE SEMINAR 

DEDI CATION 

This seminar is dedicated to the late Sergeant John G. Kearns 
in honor of the contribution he made to the field of c?mmer~ial a~d 
residential security while a member of the Oakland Callforma Pollce 
Department. 

The effectiveness of the National Institute depends to a large 
extent on the collaboration between Institute scientists and state 
and local law enforcement professionals. In many ways"Sergean~ 
Kearns' career combined law enforcement and technology lnto a slngle 
discipline. The last seven years of his career were devoted to 
educating businessmen and the public in general on how,to s~cur~ , 
their homes and businesses against criminal attack. H1S sc,ent'fl~ 
and police experience resulted in the development o~ a model securlty 
code that jurisdictions throughout the country con~lnue t~ enact. 
He flew to Washington in May of 1971, although serlously ll~"to , 
advise the National Institute and the Federal Insurance Admlnlstratlon 
in the formulation of building security guidelines that formed the, 
essence of the security standards established in the ne~ Federal,C:lme , 
Insurance Program. In 1969, he counse1ed the Smal~ Busl~ess A~mlnlstratlon 
and the U. S. Senate Select Committee on Small BUSlness 1n thelrstudy 
of Crime Against Small Business. 

Shortly before his death in September, 1971, Sergeant ~earn: 
honored with a special letter of appreciation from the Presldent. 
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. , During the past few years, whenever I addressed groups that 
were dedicated to the prosecution or investigation of organized crime, 
I would comment upon the fact that over the fifteen preceeding years 
"it would have been impossible to gather people together to discuss 
organized crime, because, fifteen years ago, we did not recognize 
that organized crime was a problem." What is particularly fascinating 
about the business of crime is that fifteen years ago you could not 
have gathered a group like yourselves together to discuss environmental 
or physical security, because leaders such as you were not addressing 
these problems either. We build our homes, our hi9h rises, our offices 
and our urban centers without considering their impact upon our safety. 

It is only by dint of the efforts of persons from whom you 
will be hearing during the course of these next two days that we have 
begun to deal with the very serious problems of urban security and 
improvement of the quality of life in our cities. 

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and in particular 
the Nati onal Institute of Law Enforcement and Crimi nal Jus ti ce recogni ze 2 

that research and development is by necessity a slow and quite arduous 
process. It cannot be everything to all men. Some people conceive 
of research as being able to identify all the problems inherent in the 
criminal justice system, or all the problems inherent in the society, 
in an instant; satisfying particular intet'ests of all men for all time. 
You recognize that is not possible. 

This seminar represents a milestone. It is important to discuss 
and reflect on our futUre directions. What is our responsibility? How 
best can we achieve our goals? 

I would like to place this meeting in perspective with a quote 
from "The Persistence of Illusion: Soviet Economic Drive and American 
National Interest. II 

"Our di ffi cul ty is that as a nati on of short term 
pragmatists, accustomed to dealing with the future 
on ly "'/hen it has become the present, we fi nd it 
hard to regard future trends as serious realities. 
We have not achieved the capacity to treat as real 
and urgent, as demanding action, today1s problems 
wh"ich appear in critical dimension only at some 
future date. Yet failure to achieve this new 
habit of mind is likely to prove fata1." 
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I think this statement accurately reflects the seriousness 
of conditions existing in our cities todctv. We were unable or 
uml.Ji 11 i ng to recogni ze growi ng prob 1 ems in our urban centers. We 
failed to take action, resulting in a decade of neglect. I think 
if we do not take advantage of developing technology now; if we do 
not support grml.Jth; if we 00 not become accus tamed to dea 1 i ng with 
the future, the problems identified as inherent within urban America 
wi11 remain 1nsoluble. 
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Overview: The Urban Community and Its Relation to Security and Crime 
Address by: Joseph F. Coates, Program Manager, Exploratory Research 

and Problem Assessment, Research Applications, National 
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. 

The objective of this presentation is to put befo~e you some 
basic cJnsiderations about the unfolding developments 1n the structure 
of American society; and then to relate these t~ends to problem~ of 
urban design, urban security, and crime prevent10n. My sugg~stlons 
will largely relate to what might be done on a long-term basls. 

In the last aeneration or so, a new class of intellectual 
activities called'lo:uture studies" has been put on a fairly sound 
academic and intellectual footing. These studies reveal long-term 
trends about U. S. society that are becoming clear and apparent 
enough to form the basis for substantial inputs to long-term 
public policy for.mulation. 

As a result of the impact of communi cati on and transportati on 
technologies we have becor.le, for all intents and purposes, one 
society--not a onE-class society, but culturally a homogeneous one. 
You are likely to be equally comfortable and at home in Orlando, 
Florida; Seattle, Washington; Bangor, Maine; or Albuq~erque, . 
New Mexico. By implication, crime problems are becom1ng more.al1ke 
than different throughout the Nation. This fact opens up an 1nterest
ing set of opportunities for larger-scale comparative resea~ch, ~or 
cross-learning, and for aggregate approaches to problems winch d1d 
not make sense 50 or 75 years ago. 

Urbanization is among the long-term population trends not peculiar 
to the United States. Allover the world, rural folk find cities. 
nicer, better, or more attractive than other places to work and 11ve: 

In spite of some upper middle-class proclamations to the 
contrary, many find city life more excitin~, mo~e prosperous, more 
interesting. The mass movement in our soc1ety 1S such that a ~ood 
70% of the population is now urbanized and perhaps 80 or 90% wlll 
be urbani zed by the tum of the century. 

Simultaneously, something has occurred which on~ might call a 
political accident--an accident of political boundar1e~: the 
phenomenon of suburbanization. Mo~ing to the suburbs 1~ ?ften 
interpreted pejoratively as the wh1te ex?du~ from the c1t,es. But 
there is scant evidence that the exodus 1S 1n any sense new or 
determined by race. Suburbanization is rather part of the long-term, 
continuing development of cities in the United States. As people 
have become more prosperous, they have moved to the perimeter of 
the city. 

? 

For example, Columbia University in New York City has had 
three locations. Each time the relocation-has been a move into 
the countrysi de. Now it is adjacent to one of the 1 argest black 
slums in the U. S. It was not a white exodus that moved Columbia 
to Morningside Heights any more than it is a white exodus for pros
perous citizens to move to Hollis, Long Island, or Scarsdale. 
To fail to understand the long-term phenomena and the dynamics of 
urban development may set in motion a series of sterile activities 
and vain handwringing. 

Another long-term trend caused by the growth of the cities 
is the need to metropolitanize some local government functions 
such as crime fighting. How else can we deal with problems wh"lch 
overflow arbitary political boundaries? 

The fundamental conclusion which comes out of many of the 
analyses of the present state of American society is that the govern
ment is intrinsically incompetent--in the literal sense. It is incom
petent to do the job required of it, as it is now structured. 

After all, the American political structure flows out of the 
accidents of British imperialism. The republic is founded on 13 
arbitrarily formed colonies and strongly influenced by now outdated 
considerations of the use of water and mountain ranges for trans
portation and security. That historical circumstance, some argue, 
results in a fundamental mis-match between the needs of society and 
the ability of government to deal with them. I believe that crime 
is one of a large number of problems confounded by the fundamental 
inadequacies of the governmental structure. 

Decentralization is another phenomenon developing in response 
to a structural problem of government. Government is growing so 
large that even in modest-sized communities like St. Louis, the 
citizen is strangely cut off from any response by or satisfactory 
access to ci vi 1 servants (in both senses of the adjecti ve). Con
sequently, to reassert his concern and control over very local govern
ment activity, we see a move to participatory democracy and 
decentralization of government community services such as policing, 
education, and health care. 

Dealing with such frustration of the citizen with the system 
may go a long way toward dealing with the problems of security. 
Another major urban factor on the national scene relating to the 
origins of crime is the matter of new occupatiuns and access to 
opportunity for satisfactory employment. The job market is acquiring 
a new nature. The upward mobility ladder, some people argue, has 
had the bottom few rungs kicked out of it. You can no longer expect 
to start as a clerk in the corner grocery store and, 30 years later, 
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by dint of hard work, to be the owner of your own store, or chain 
of stores, or your own company. You now hav~ to have.access to 
knowledge in such a way that y~u can get a f1rm hook 1nto .t~e.system. 
Credentials, and often credent1als alone, are the key to 1n1t1al 
job access. 

The knowledge industry, especially the teaching sector, has 
fundamentally failed with the urban poor and may be rapidly failing 
the middle class. With the poor, the fundamental failure is to 
relate people to jobs. And the failure to tie them into jobs or 
job opportunities is, of course, one basic source of crime. 

A question requiring some reconsideration is the perception 
of crime as largely a local issue to be left to local option and 
action. The great American myth, fear of the police state from 
better management, has encouraged the formation of over 25,000 
police departments in the U. S. The quality ~f the empl~yees ~n~ freedom 
from parochial concerns decreases, the subormng of publ1C off1c1als 
increases, in that same direction. 

Some policing problems are caused by the well-established 
monastic brotherhood attitude of the police, which prevents them 
from encouraging and receiving, much le5,s embracing, innovation .. 
The same institutional isolation which prevents them from embraclng 
new concepts also causes them to reject criticism. 

The point that may on first consideration seem to be remote 
from the question of security is that. by and large the new a~tion 
for the future is not going to be With physical technology, 1.e., 
gadgets and devices, better locks on doors, or better-shaped hallways 
in buildings. Rather, the real action for the fu~ure, and for most. 
problems affecting U. S. society, is gcing to be 1n the are~ of soclal 
invention and institutional change. Th0se are the areas WhlCh are . 
the most pregnant for new societal developments with regard to secur1ty. 

There are other long-term factors affecting personal security 
in urban life. Group rights have now become the substantial concern. 
Police and courts can no longer ride roughshod over the rights of 
individuals. The consequence of that has been the introduction of 
an experimental question which, as far as I know, has never been 
examined. The question is, how effective is jail as a deterrent 
when the criminal may be at liberty five or ten months before he 
faces a judge? Or, what happens when a person is committed to 
excessive punishment for a relatively minor crime, i.e., when there 
is a dissociatiun of the punishment and the crime? "Justice delayed 
is justice denied,1I seems to be acquiring a new significance in 
contempora ry Ameri ca. 

Another long-term trend in our society is IImiddle classification, II 
i.e., the movement toward middle-class stan'dards. This implies that 
the standards of deportment and the standards of control appropriate 
for middle-class citizens are becoming the standards of control which 
should be and are expected to be applied to all citizens. As we 
become more universally middle class, the standards of illegal behaVior 
will become mo'p generous, i.e., will embrace more activities and 
also lead to more demands for government service to deal with them. 

Structural prob1ems imply structural solutions. Let me suggest 
an institutional innovation which reflects these. The nation is full 
of junk automobiles--cars that people no longer want and have marginal 
values of three, four, five hundred dollars. What would happen if 
some public organization, e.g., Red Feather, or the police athletic 
league, organized a system whereby these junkers would be brought up 
and put in operating condition? Ghetto kids who do not genera1ly 
have access to cars could be taught to drive 1nd be provided with 
some sort of system whereby they can rent a car for a night or for 
a weekend. I suspect that the joy-riding aspects of stealing an auto
mobiles could in part be undercut by this kind of institutional inno
vation. But the failure to look at the occasions and motivations for 
stealing automobiles blinds us to a set of institutional innovations 
that might be worth exploring. 

NeceSSity is often a factor in crime. Many people believe that 
if one needs food or clothing and they cannot be gotten otherwise, 
the crime involved in procuring them is more or less justifiable. 
That line of reasoning brings up the question of whether one needs 
heroin. Society has structured its institutions in such a way, or so 
it seems, as to drive some into addiction and then to prevent the 
addict from meeting his need. Where is the responsibility? Clearly 
the situation calls for something other than hardening the targets 
and more effectively enforcing the laws against illicit merchandising. 

Crime also has the value of redistributing income. If one had 
an alternate source of income, presumably there would not be the demand 
to redistribute it through crime. Stolen goods do not disappear. 
The stolen goods do not dematerialize. They are bought by people 
who need them. And the measure of needing them is that they buy them. 

I wonder what the trade-off is between the exorbitant rate 
charged by a so-called bargain center and the prices that one pays 
when he buys a stolen TV set on the street corner? Clearly there is 
an opportuni ty for ins ti ~ uti ona 1 i nnovati on to bring these two sources 
of goods into better harmony. 
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The case of obvious crime such as rape may be an example of 
the consequences of inadequate education with regard to sexual matters 
coupled with socially disruptive environments. As far as I know, 
nobody has ever really posed the notion of approaching the problem of 
rape as a problem of sex education. And yet it may very well be 
that that is a major way to deal with the problem. 

I also think it should not be overlooked that there is an 
entGi·~ctinmen·t aspect to crime. Mr. Cooper, who started the vogue 
of hijacking airplanes, is not the only one who relates entertain
ment to crime. 

Crime may also be a route to respectability, especially where 
the criminal is seen as a businessman providing a useful service 
to the community. 

In general, there are five theories of crime. The first one, 
the Freudian approach, we can disnriss instantly because it has no 
demonstrable value in doing anything for anybody in regulating crime. 

The first substantial theory is that crime is learned behavior. 
No doubt some crime is taught. And when we understand why it is 
taught and why some people choose to learn it, perhaps we have the 
opportunity to invent a new social way to teach them out of it or 
teach them into something else. 

The second theory is that there is a 1 ittle bit of 1 a rceny in 
all of us. As social controls drop and as opportunities for crime 
present themselves, the little bit of larceny takes over. Clearly 
this is the traditional police approach to crime control and implicit 
;n the "growing permissiveness" theory of youth's misbehavior. In 
this theory, you raise the threshold of social control in a direct 
way to deter crime. But there is no subtlety to that and obviously 
it has not worked well. 

The third and fourth major theories of crime see it as the 
result of our affluent society and the inability of large sectors to 
realize the American Dream. The affluence seen on TV, in the movies 
and in the shop windows raises hopes. But there is no way for many 
to attain what they see. Consequently, the combination of frustration 
and the dreams drive some into crime as a way of achieving the 
unachievable. 

A factor in the causes of crime, however, which tends not to 
be widely heralded in the textbooks is the basic shift in American 
values. I believe that many of the kinds of crimes that now occupy 
sub~tantial amounts of police time and effort ought not and will not 
within the next 20 years be considered crimes. Sex crimes, gambling 
and other victimless crimes seem to be on their way off the books. 
What does that have to do with the criminal justice system? 
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Fi~st, it will allow re~llocation o~ ~esources for more signifi
cant thlngs. An~ se~ondly, ~f one conscl0usly recognizes this, as a 
lon$ term trend 1n tne changlng of societal values, it argues for 
maklng the case more clearly, more crisply and more sharply now. 

I see no reason.w~y t~e criminal justice system ought not be an 
advocate ?f the decr1mlnal1zation of certain kinds of behavior. 
If th~ eV1dence demon~trates t~at there is no social value in penalizing 
g~m~llng, th~t t~ere ~s no soc1al value and only disutility in pen a-
11zlng prost1tut10n, lf one could make, on an analytical basis, the 
case th~t.the department and the sy~tem would function more effectively 
a~d eff1c1~ntl~ an? less corruptly lf these activities were under 
dlfferent lnst~tutl0nal auspices, this seems to me to be a perfectly 
reasonable basls for presentation as a public policy position. 

~ut the sh~f~s in ,values are major considerations that are 
catch1ng ~he cr~m1n~1 Justice system unprepared. There is very little 
~utu~e o~lentatlon 1n the planning or orientation of criminal justice 
lnstltutl0ns. There generally is not a systems approach to most 
problems.a~d hence no accountability, no measurements of effectiveness, 
no capabll1ty to accommodate the major changes much less to initiate them. 

There is no experimental attitude to speak of in the area of 
~ocal gov~r~ment,and only an extremely limited experimental attitude 
1n the c~lm1~al J~stice system. What is really needed is an experi
ment~l vlew,ln WhlCh one identifies the problem and estab1ishes five 
o~ SlX posslble ways .to solve i~. Then, with adequate budget, adequate 
tlme, adequate e~penmental des1gn, and 'in a period of four or five 
years, ,one exp~rlffients. One may then have sufficient knowledge, based 
on trYlng ?ut lde~s, ~o make sound general public policy decisions. 
But there 15 a reJect10n of new knowledge and a rejection of the desire 
to generate new knowledge in many sectors. 

There are several common strategies of crime control. One of them, 
hardening the tar~et, obviously has some payoff. For example, there 
~re keys that sprlng out of the car lock when you lock the door and 
It makes it difficu~t to lea~e the key in the car. You may harden 
storefr~nts by putt1ng up br1ck walls. I think it even can be done 
aesthetlcall~. But that does not really deal with the problem of crime. 
That only ra1ses the threshold. It is only a marginal effect. 

. . The o~her main current strategy,is to increase retaliatory capa
b1l~ty. Glve cops more hardware. G1ve them better telecommunications 
equ1pment so that they have faster response, because the data shows 
tha~ ~he faster the r~sponse time of the police, the greater the pro
babl11ty of apprehendlng a suspect. At the personal level, citizens 
carry tear gas cans to defend themselves. Young women take judo lessons. 
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That ;: dealing with symptoms. If you have a headache, you may take 
aspirin, but if the headache continues to recur, perhaps you should 
do something about your sinusitis which could be the cause of your 
headache. 

I am not saying that the short-term strategies do not have 
their place, but that they tend to obscure the subtle, longer-term, 
more significant structural considerations. 

A third major strategy is increased surveillance capabili~y, e.g., 
1 i ght up tile streets. There is a fan~asti c amount of money gOlng . 
into lighting up the streets. Where 1S the study that shows that thlS 
is the best, or even a desirable, allocation of that large budget of 
public resources? 

The fourth strategy, better information handling, is partly an 
outgrowth of the successes of computer technolog~, w~ich hav~ created 
a penchant for looking for better ways of shuttllng lnformatl0n around. 

All these things are symptomatic treatment of the fundamental 
problems of dealing with crime in an urban society. 

We need to look at much more deep-seated structural changes in 
society if we are going to have any major impact in a reasonable time 
span on the causes and problems of crime. 

Environmental Design. Address hy: Oscar Newman, Director of the 
Institute of Planning and Housing and Associate 
Professor of City Planning, New York University 

Peter . Le~i ns, ina paper enti tl ed "Recent Changes in the Concept 
of Preventlon presented at the 95th Annual Congress of Correction of th 
Ametlca~ Cor:ect~onal Ass?ciation in Boston in 1965 identified three e 
categor~es 0, crlm~ and del1nque.ncy prevention: Punitive Prevention, 
Correctlve Preventlon and Mechanical Prevention. 

Punitive Prevention, he explained involves efforts by authorities 
at for~stal1ing~~ri~e by making more e~ident the threat of punishment. 
Operatl0na~ly tHIS lnclu~es: the enactr.ent of new and tougher laws; 
the reductlon of the p~rlod between arrest and trial; and the streamlining 
of the process of booklng offenders. 

. Corrective ~revention begins with the premise that criminal behavior 
:s caused by varlOUS factors. Efforts at corrective prevention therefore 
lnvolve.un~e~standing and el~minating those causes before their effect 
?n the 1ndlvldu~1 .c~annels hlm into crime. Some of the causes identified 
l~volve suscep~lbll1ty to narcotics addiction, economic instability, a 
hlstory of.famlly problems? lack of opportunity for participation in the 
accepted 11fe-style of soclety. 

Mechanical.P~evention i~volves ~ffort~ at placing obstacles in 
the p~t~s of crlm:nals. It lS a POllCY WhlCh accepts the existence 
of crlmlnals, thelr modus operandi and their victims and frames a 
pr?gr~m for har?ening criminal,targets by making them more inaccessible. 
ThlS .1S accompllshed by providing more intensive barriers of both a 
phYS1C~1 an? perso~nel natu~e. The operati~g mechanisms are target 
harden:n~, l~creaslng the rlsk of apprehensl0n and, finally, increasing 
the crlmlnal s awareness of these risks. 

. Typic~l means for improving mechanical prevention include manpower 
lncreases ln the for~ of police, security guards, doormen, tenant patrols' 
and dogs; and mechanlcal and electronic devices in the form of more and 
better lo~ks, ala~ms, visu~l and auditory sensors of an electronic nature; 
and motorlzed vehlcles to lmprove the mobility and surveillance capacity 
of personnel. 
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Current local governmental efforts at crime prevention involve, 
all three of the above categories: Punitive, Corrective and Mechanlcal. 
Mechanical Prevention is usually advocated as the most imm8diate panacea. 

The form of crime prevention we will be descrihing, term~d 
"Defens i b 1 e Space," was seen i ni ti ally to be a form of Mecham ca 1 
Prevent; on, although ; t does represent a depa r~ure from n9r,~a 1 
practices. However, as our work in understandlng and deflnlng the 
operating mechanisms of "Defensible Space" progressed o~er the course 
of two years of study, it was realized that a g?od portlon of , our 
work was, in fact, a form of Corrective Preventlon: a mechanls~ . 
which also worked to alleviate in part some of the causes of crlmlnal 
behavior. 

The particular new area of mechanical crime prevention that.we 
have assigned ourselves to exploring is the.improvel~ent of secu:l~y 
in urban residential areas through the physlcal.des1gn of the 11~lng 
environment. Urban residential areffi, for a serles of r~asons Wh1Ch 
have been explored ad nauseum, have of late become part~cularly pr?ne 
to vari ous forms of crimi na 1 behavi or. Soci ety IS capacl ty fo: COp1 n~ 
with these problems does not appear to be able to kee~ pace w~t~ the1r rate 
of increase. Those members of the community who a~e 1n a.pos1t~0~ to . 
exercise choice in the housing marketplace are mov1ng thelr famll1es ~o the 
suburban areas. Although many realize that the problems they are trYlng 
to escape are following them, they hope it is at a much slower pace. 

There are two fundamental differences in designing security 
for low-income housing as contrasted to middle or high-income ~o~sing. 
In low-income housing some of the residents may also be the cn~lnals 
and two there is little to no money available for use of secur1ty 
personn~l in low-income housing. A further ~llustratio~ will p~rhaps 
serve to point up the consequence of the~e d1fferen~es ,ln securlty 
design for low versus middle income houslng. Our flnd1ngs to da~e 
seem to indicate a rather simple y'ule: where th~ use of a,se~unty 
doorman is possible on d 24-hour, year~roun~ basl~, the bUll~lngs 
should be designed to have as many res1dent1al un1ts as po~slble, 
sharing an entry controlled by the doorman. Th~re,re~lly 1S a break-off 
point here at about 150 units per doorman. If 1t 1S lntended that , 
doo~len screen ~very entrant to a building rather than act as a symbol1c 
deterrant, then his capacity is really limited to about 500,people -
after which he acts as a symbol. Where the use,of doormen 1S no~ 
possible due to prohibitive costs, and when res1dents are,potent1al , 
criminals, buildings should be designed to have as few umts as POS!i1ble 

sha ri ng a common entry. From the above it can be deduced tha t those who 
hove been constructing publicly supported housing across the country 
have been applying a high-density high-rise building solution which 
is predicated on the use of doorman to a set of circumstances where the 
us e of dooi1llen is i mposs i b 1 e economi ca lly . Hi gh dens ity for a 1 o~·:- income 
popul ati on is better provi ded with a multi -entry sol uti on, where each 
entry is restricted to the use of only a few families. 

Where both the low-income and middle-income solutions are directed 
at providing maximum security to their respective inhabitants, there is 
a funda~ental difference in approach and in the beneficiary spin-offs. 
The middle-income approach is one in which tenants relegate responsibility 
for security to a hired individual. A doorman guarding one entry to a 
building complex serving 150 to 500 families is concerned predominantly 
with restricting entry into the complex. He cannot, by the definition of 
his job and within the framework of what is physically possible, also be 
concerned with the bordering streets on which the project sits. In order 
to restrict entry to one limited point of a large complex, it is usually 
necessary to wall off those portions of the pY'oject bordering the streets. 
For a two -- ten-acre project thi s wi 11 result in hundreds of feet of 
street being removed from all forms of social or visual contact. A 
natural mechani sm for provi di ng for the safety of streets has thus been 
sacrificed to insure only the security of residents within the confines 
of their living complex. The low-income solution, one in which as few 
units as possible share a common entry off the street, positions the 
units, their windows and entries, and proscribes paths of movement and 
activity to provide a continual form of natural surveillance to the 
street as well as the buildings. We feel that the foy'tress-tower 
response of high-income residents to the increasing crime problem is 
one which is introverted, withdra.wn and involves the restricting and 
hardening of their areas of private domain for their benefit alone, at the 
expense of society. This has led to an attitude which essentially foregoes 
the traditional responsibilities felt by citizenry for insuring the 
continuance of a viable, functioning living environment for their family 
and surrounding community. 

We are concerned that this response is short-sighted; that with 
every additional lock and security guard there ;s a corresponding 
escalation by the criminal and an increase in fear and paranoia of the 
victim, with a decrease in the natural mechanisms that have once operated 
to insure the safety of our streets. Our concern is to try to determine 
means for improving the security and liability of residential environments, 
within the urban setting, particularly for low and low-middle income groups. 
These are groups for whom housing choice is severely limited. 
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Over the past two years we have been exploring the problem of 
security in low and middle income housing where provision of doormen 
and expensive security hardware is impossible; we have uncovered 
residential environments which by the nature of their physical layout 
are able to provide security and continue to function in even high 
crime areas. In some instances we have been able to find these 
environments in immediate juxtaposition to other residential 
environments, of decidedly different design, which are in the throes 
of the worst agonies of crime. 

In conclusion, we are reasonably certain that the physical 
environment provided can directly result in attitudes and behavior on 
the part of residents which will insure security--will enable them 
to naturally undertake a self-policing role which will act as a very 
effective form of target hardening not prone to the changing modus 
operandi of criminals---and finally will make evident to prospective 
criminals the high degree of probability of their apprehension. 

To the non-architect, it may be surprising to learn that the 
form of the physical environment can evoke behavioral attitudes and 
responses from both i nhabi tants and outs i ders and can set a framework 
for a life-style which by its very nature will create a buffer against 
intrusion while insuring its intensive use. In its most primitive 
form, physical design has the capacity to limit access and activity. 
As a simple illustration, a T-shaped intersection in a corridor allows 
a turn to either the right or the left; and L-shaped corridor turning 
to the left simply does not allow consideration of a turn to the right. 
There is no question here of a perceived restriction of choice by the 
user: the path of movement is finite and complete. This is, of 
course, a very primitive example of the capacity of architecture to delimit 
acti vi ty and paths of movement. The evi dence we have been compil i ng 
over the past two years of study indicates that by de"limiting of paths 
of movement, by circumscribing areas of activity and zones of influence, 
and by providing for the visual surveillance of an area, one can create 
in people--inhabitants and strangers--clear feelings as to the function 
of a space and who its users are intended to be. 

Another point must be made to the non-architect and this is in 
the form of an apology for the architectural profession. If it becomes 
evident from our presentation that different physical environments can 
markedly reduce crime and vandalism rates why then does the architectural 
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p:ofess~on continue to provide those environments which result in 
~lgh ~rlme rates, the destruction of property, the terrorization of 
lnhab~t~nts, a~? make the.resid~ntial population particularly prone 
t? cr1~llnal aCtlOn, both l~pulslve and premeditated? The following 
dlscl~lmer proba~ly do~s 'lttle to enhance the view of the profession 
h~ld 1n the publ1c,e~e, but we hope that the very act of this research 
w111 remedy any Cl"ltlcal view we may have been responsible for creating. 

,Little scient~fic wor~ has been done to date to accurately measure 
the,lmpact of physlcal deslgn of an environment on the social behavior 
of lts ~sers. The nu~ber of factors required of architects in the 
resol~tl?n of the.de~lgn of a building is so large and at times so 
conf11ct1ng.that 1nslghts which have not been substantiated often go 
by the Waysl?e: In~our w?rk we have encountered many architects who 
share the ?plnl?nS ~~at wlll ~e expressed herp.. Many have incorporated 
these as 11rectlves ln one bUl1ding design and then neglected them in 
an?ther w1th wh~t m~y app~ar aS,facile in~ons;stency. The only explanation 
WhlCh ~eems to Justlfy thlS act10n is the uncertainty as to the real 
effectlv~ness of these design ~onsiderations and the pressures of building 
c01es, flre codes and economics that make one's own inSights seem 
ummportant. 

Prior to the deve10pment of our hypotheses, a word must be sa~d 
on ~he problem of denslty. Our findings indicate that low density 
env1~onm~nts have less crime per capita than those of high density. 
Dens:t~ 1S usually expressed in persons or units per acre and particular 
densltles.ma~ ~lso denote a residential bui'lding prototype. As an 
example, lndlvldual, detached housing in an urban setting usually sits 
on 1~6 acre an~ has a corresponding density of 6 units to the acre. Row 
ho~slng (sometlmes called town-housing) has a density of from 12 to 18 
umts per acre .. Walk-up buildings have a d~nsity as high as 40 units 
per acre, dependlng upon the number of floors. Elevator buildings place 
no theoretic~l limit on d~nsity and so normally range from 60 units an 
ac:e to as hlg~ as 400 unlts t? the acre? the latter being rare, the former 
be1~g mor~ uSUal. Our regress10n ana1ys1s of housing statistics on 160 
proJec~s 1n ~he grea~er New York area has allowed for other variables 
~ffect1ng crlme: crl~e ar~a indices, population characteristics (including 
lncome level, age of lnhabltants, number of broken families etc) and so 
on. ' . 

In ~ comparison of crime in buildings of different height, type 
and de~slty a c!ear pattern emerges. The most signifir,ant differences 
o~cur:n com~ar:ng the !ocations o~ ctime in different types of buildings. 
Hlgh-rlse bU11d1ngs (thlrteen storles or over) experience 54.8% of their 
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crime within the interim' public spaces; low elevator buildings (six or 
seven stories with on~ low speed elevator) 40.2%; a~d walk-~ps of three 
stories have only 17.2% of their crime in the.interlor publ1C spaces. 
The interior public spaces in high-rise build:ngs not only must be used 
by all tenants but are difficult for both pollce and tenants to survey, 
and there are far too'-many families u5ing ~hese spaces to make str~ngers 
and potential criminals conspicuous to res:de~ts .. In ~o~trast, crlme 
in the interior public space of wa1k-up.bul1dlngs 1S mlnlma1, as t~e 
residents share a joint hallway and stalr, and consequently recognlze 
one another (as opposed to an intruder) readily. 

This shift in crime location pattern indicates that a.form of 
mechanical prevention is in operation. The trend toward hlgher o~era'l 
crime rates in the higher, denser buildings supports the hypothesls 
that a form of corrective prevention is also functioning. 

From this, one may be led to ~he c?nclus~on that,walk-up~ 10w 
density housing is preferable to hlgh nse, hlgh de~sl~y hOUS1~g~ 
as a solution to crime problems. Unfortunately, bU:idlng dE:ns1ty .. I 

is seldom a matter of choice but is directly deterlmned.hy tne.bu~ldlng s 
economics. Competitive demand for a resident~,al ~pace 1n p,vrt,cular 
urban settings will "in a free market economy dnve up the cost of 
land. Government programs require maximum a~ounts of land costs per 
unit. A correspondingly larger number of unlts must be placed on a 
higher priced piece of land in.ord~r to keep ,the land and total 
development cost per unit ~Ithln flscal bounas. 

High density solutions, however, are not always the result simply. 
of economics but are at times the result of the ~eed to :ehouse a lOW-lncome 
population living in a high density slum which \,1111 be cleared and where 
relocation is difflcult. This latter may be the,resu~t of ~ mo~e 
enlightened approach to urban renewal, bu~ c!early bnngs w'lth lt a range 
of new ptoblems which we are now only beglnmng to face. 

Providing a uniforl1'ly low density environment is not ~ univer~a1 . 
solution to crime problems and consideration must ~ow be g1ven to lso!atlng 
those factors that operatp to make low density.en~l~onments (r9w hOUSlryg 
at 16 units to the acre) oper~tional as crime lnhlbltors and hlgh d~nslty 
environments (100 to 400 un;~s per acre) magnets a~d bree~ers of cr1me. 
We have found evidence in ~ comparison of two houslng proJects composed of 
two different housing prototypes: one high-~i~e slabs; the.other dense!y 
grouped walk-ups, but sharing identical densltles, an lden~lca1 P?pUlatl0n, 
and located across the street from each other -- that de~slty :n lts~lf 
may not be the controlling fu~tor. Other.factors affectlng crlme ~X1St as 
components of high den3ity and so make crlme appear to correlate wlth 
high density. 
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~e have the~efore de~eloped the concept of Defensible Space to 
descrlbe the VarlQUS physlcal elements that promote security in urban 
residential areas. 

Defensible Space is a surrogate term for the range of mechanisms 
real and symbolic barriers, strongly defined areas of influence, improved 
opportunities for surveillance -- that combine to bring an environment 
under the control of its residents. A defensible space is a living residential 
environment which can be employed by inhabitants for the enhancement of their 
lives, while providing security for their families, neighbors, and friends. 
The public areas of a multi-family residential environment devoid of 
def~nsib1e space c~n make the act of going from street to apartment 
equ1valent to runnlng the gauntlet. The fear and uncertainty generated 
by living in such an environment can slowly eat away and eventually 
destroy the security and sanctity of the apartment unit itself. On the 
other hand, by grouping dwelling units to reinforce association of mutual 
benefit,.by delineating paths of movement, by defining areas of activity 
for partlcular users through their juxtaposition with internal living 
area~, and by providing for natural opportunities for visual surveillance, 
arch:tects can create a clear understanding of the function of a space, 
who lts users are and ought to be. This, in turn, can lead residents 
of all income levels to adopt extremely potent teritorial attitudes and 
policing measures, which act as a strong deterrent to potential criminals. 

The spatial layout of the multi-family dwelling, from the 
arrangement of the building grounds to the interior grouping of apartments, 
achieves defensible space when residents can easily perceive and control 
all activity taking place within it. It is not, of course, intended that 
~eside~ts take matters into their own hands and personally restrict 
lntruslon; rather that they employ the full range of encounter mechanisms 
to indicate concerned observation of activity and control of the situation: 
offers of assistance to strangers in finding their way as a means for 
determining intent and legitimate presence; continued presence and the 
threat of possible interference; questioning glances from windows; finally, 
the desire to call the police and insist on their intervention. As we 
have seen too often lately, the ability of even secure middle class Americans 
to intervene, if only by calling the police, is not something that can 
be depended on any longer. Similarly, self-initiated police intervention 
in ghetto areas meets at times with community disproval, even where the 
community feels intervention is required. The defensible space environment 
extends the area of the residential unit into the street and within the area 
of felt responsibility of the dweller -- of both low and middle income. 
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By contrast, living within 
resident is isolated -- hp 
within the confines of his 
detached even from what he 

large apartment tower developm~nts, the 
feels his responsibilities begln and end 
own apartment. He has.learned to be 
sees outside his own wlndow. 
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Security Personnel. Address by: Leo Gulinello 
Boston Housing Authority 

Fi rst of an 1 et me say that my daily work is the here and now 
problems of a security chief or police administrator. I do not deal 
in theoretical or hypothetical situations. My work deals with the 
co'ld, cruel facts of everyday living as experienced by public housing 
tenants, in an atmosphere that seems to be dominated by the criminal 
element. My day is a twenty-four hour day that sees a change in the 
number, but not the type, of criminal incidents reported. With this 
background, I would like to give you a few, insights into the proplems 
a police administrator has in his daily contacts with crime in the city 
and in public housing developments. 

It is a well known fact that crime statistics from all over the 
nation are rising at almost predictable rates. From these statistics, 
we can determine that certain types of crimes occur more often than 
others and that they cause the greatest amount of damage and hardship. 
These crimes belong t.o the group of burglary, robbery, lar'ceny, rapes, 
assaults and all types of muggings which take place inside buildings 
and dwelling houses. The urban dweller is being plagued by rppeated 
larcency of his mail, especially checks. With the ever increasing 
number of apartment houses being built, the crime of larceny on the 
first and fifteenth of the month (normal c:lelivery dates of State and 
Government checks) has reached epidemic proportions. 

The average police department is hard pressed to keep up with the 
increase in crime that is occurring in the street, so that they can 
offer only token protection against crimes that occur inside buildings. 
A specific example is the crime of Hand-bag Snatching which may take 
place at any time and at any place. To defend against this crime 
requires specific patrol methods which put the officer on the scene at 
the exact moment. In spite of this general increase in crime, the 
average police department cannot increase its manpower to offset the 
crime growth because of budgetary limitations. The result of this 
economic fact is that few, if any, police. "departments can perform any 
"preventive patrolling". This lack of preventive patrolling has 
actually encouraged the criminal element to attempt more and more crimes 
within buildings because they feel that they have an excellent chance of 
getting away with it. 
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The increase in crimes, the inability to provide preventive 
patrols and one other unique situation contribute to the overall 
problem. Many police departments do not include the interior portions 
of buildings in their regular, routine street patrols. They will go 
into the building if called upon, but as a regular patrol effort, 
they say the area is private and therefore not accessible to the foot 
patrolman. Or they will claim that they do not have enough men to 
do the job. Or they will state that their men were trained to 
perform horizontal patrols, not vertical patrols as is needed in the 
modern apartment complex. The result is that public housing developments 
have presented the greatest challenge to the modern police force. 
Tradition and standard operating procedures makes it very difficult to 
break this chain of circumstances. 

To date, police departments have attacked the problem from a past 
tense~ investigatory, crime detection point of view. After a crime occurs, 
you take as complete a report as you possibly can, gather as much real 
evidence as you can find, then turn it over to the detectives. By 
classifying Mas and studying the available evidence, the detectives 
eventually arrest a defendant who has committed many crimes and the 
police cleQr up some old crimes. The number of persons arrested at the 
scene of the types of crime referred to in this report is not very high. 
The concept of maximizing apprehension effort is weakened by the lack of 
preventive patrolling. 

If a city or tovm is fortunate enough to be gi yen a 1 arger operati ng 
budget, it usually purchases more cruisers and then puts more rolling 
stock into the street. That these new cruisers are badly needed cannot 
be questioned, but their effective use to combat this type of criminal 
effort can be seriously challenged. 

If the modern police department has budgetary limitations and if more 
rolling stock is not the best attack, then what can be used that may cost 
less and at the same time be effective? 

The facts document the need and honest research will indicate that 
the average police department cannot provide this type of protection 
adequately. This statement ;s not intended to impugn the ability of 
policemen. It is a statement of fact beyond the control of the police. 
We will never be able to afford all the trained policemen that will be 
necessary to combat, control, or prevent these types of crimes. 
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. Out of this r:al need has.arisen the private security guard. He 
1S not usually of ~he same cal1ber as the regular policeman but when 
ca~efully sel~ct~d and specially trained, he does become a ~aluable 
adJunct to eXls~lng security forces. Many of the larger companies are 
now. able to dellver the yo~nger, highly trained, expertly equipped 
off1cer at a.l?w~r cost? slmply because they have recognized the need 
and ~he posslblllty of lncreased profits. These officers usually have 
speclal arrest powers. 

Th~ mode~n pO!ice ~dmin~strator shies away from the use of security 
guards 1 n conJunctlon Wl th hl s pol i ce offi cers. The common cry i's that 
t~e "Mickey Mous~ Cops" w~ll become another burden to the police -- we 
wl11 have to go ln and ball them out of trouble -- they (security guards) 
do not know eno~gh ~bout the 1 aw of arres t and the ri ghts of pri soners 
~o do an effectlve Job: All of these arguments may have a basis in fact 
1n ~he past, but.the tlmes, the needs, and the economics have necessitated 
radlcal changes ln the basic patrol methods. 

Assuming that one can hire specially trained security guards and there 
are city or town pO!ice available for a program, we could operate a Dual 
Patrol C?ncep~. T~l~ program would attempt to combine the best of the 
two se:vlces ln a J01~t venture to attack these specific indoor crimes. 
The ~aln thrust of thlS patrol is directed against crimes occurring in 
multl-level apartment house complexes. 

After an in~ensive.indoctrination period, teams are selected with 
at leas~ one pollce offlcer paired up with one or more security guards. 
The pollce officer maintains a constant patrol of the outside area around 
the ~uildings while the.se~urity· guard(s) move throughout the interior 
portlons of the same bUlldlngs. The security guard maintains a constant 
floor ~y floor examination of his buildings and when trouble is spotted' 
~e ra~los for help from his policeman cohort. Whenever an arrest is maJe 
1 n thl s manner, the security offi cer is used as a wi tness. 

This procedure is not only designed to make arrests but is well 
adapted to prev~nt c:ime. Th~s type of patrol becomes a crime prevention 
weapon because lt brlngs to llght various conditions that are conducive 
to successful crime operations - darkened hallways, broken or damaged 
locks, empty apartments that are used for hideouts, and places where the 
"lo?t";s stored for safe keeping. Other side benefits that come from 
a Slncere application of this Dual Patrol are reduced response time for 
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help when it is needed, preve~tion of i~jury to person~ by.the quick 
discovery Qf dangerous conditlons and flnally a reductlon In the nu~ber 
of policemen needed in the program by increasing the area of operatlon 
for the police officer. If we increase the risk of cap~ure, we should 
decrease the desire in the criminal element to operate 1n that area. 

Some cities are experimenting with the use of "Resident or Com~unity 
Patrols". These may be paid or unpaid. They may be formally organned 
or just groups of interested citizens who walk the streets acting as 
eyes and ears of the police. Many of these groups are outgrowths of the 
Auxiliary policeman wh? was so v~luable during ~orld ~ar II: Examples 
of these may be found ln St. LOU1S and Kansas Clty, Mlssourl. The 
Boston Housing Authority is trying to implement a paid, uniformed, and 
trained resident patrol in one of its developments, Bromley-Heath. 

In the strict sense of the wo'td, resident or community patrols are 
not expected to make arrests or to expose th~mse!ves to the dangers o~ 
a crime in progress. Their greatest va!ue 11es 1n the.area of ~eportlng 
suspicious persons, actions, and condit10ns to the pollce as qUlckl~ as 
possible, so that the information may be quickly eval~ated, and pollce 
action taken without exposing the informant to the sllghtest danger. 
The criminal can tell a policeman on patrol, but he can never tell how 
many residents are on patrol. 

A great deal of experimentati on wi th secur~ t~ forces is presently 
going on and much more must be undertaken to cllnlcally test the 
ca.pabilities of this source of manpower: Because.of the great need, 
we must find out whether or not the tralned securlty guard can be safely 
and efficiently used in the fields of crime prevention and detecti~n. 
If as many professional security consultants believe, the answer lS 
in'the affirmative, there will be an immediate implementation of uradical 
patrol methods ". The primary force beh~ nd th~ s change \lfi 11 . be an aroused 
citizenry added to the pressure that prlv~te lnd~s~ry wlth lts.g~eat 
wealth and power can bring to bear upon Clty offlclals. T~e cltlz~n 
(in the form of a security or resi~ent patrol) and ~he P?llCe w~rklng 
together is the only real hope Soclety has to contaln thl~ growl~g 
problem. This concerted effort would be most successful 1n publlC 
housing developments. It should be given an honest test. 
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Security Personnel. Report by: Oscar Newman, Director of the Institute 
Planning and Housing and Associate Professor of 
City Planning, New York University 

In our study of the effects of the physical deSign of residential 
environments on crime and vandalism, we have also made studies on the 
use of security ~ersonne~. We are f~r from being expert in this area, 
b~t we have examl n~d van ous types 0(' security personnel and how they 
mlght best serve dlfferent roles in varying physical situations. We 
have found that although city police are a very useful group of people 
they have, o'(er ~he years, developed certain modes of operation which' 
make them qUlte lncapable of providing security for residential environments 
in particular, large, high-rise complexes. ' 

. The~e is a fundamental difference between security personnel who, 
llke pollce, pursue and apprehend criminals and those whose job it ;s 
to prevent the invasion of an environment by criminals. As we see it 
a policeman's function as he has defined it for himself (and as our ' 
society has helped define it) ;s to apprehend criminals. One of the 
reasons.t~e police.areineffActual in patrolling residential environments 
or provldlng securlty guard service is that frankly there is no real 
reward in it for them. 

What ?ne rea11y wants of a residential environment and its security 
personnel 1S the deterrence of criminal invasion. The new large-scale 
residential envi:onments being built in cities support anonymity. By 
the nature of ~h:s anonymity, authority for insuring security is commonly 
delegated by clt1Zens to others. Police, guards or doormen assume the 
responsibi'l)ty for insuring the safety of their environment. 

T~e.New York City Housing Authority has a 16,QOO-man police force 
who o:lglnally s~arted off as security guards. They disliked the guard 
functl0n and deslred to be on an equal footing with city police. Over 
a peri od of ten to fi fteen years, they have been ab 1 e to achi eve thi s 
goal and have become equal in status to the city police. They now 
wea~ the. same uniforms, and get the same benefits and pay. To them, this 
arrlval 1S a very prestigious and very important thing. To the 
Hou~ing Authority,.they have returned the game to "Start", Housing 
pollce are now saYlng that they do not really like to patr01 the insides 
of the projects, but would prefer to patrol the periphery of the projects 
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in pairs and in police cars. It is important to recogni~e that this , 
is a problem not only of defining duti~s but of the,worklng of bureauc~acles. 
What has happened here is that the pol1ceman over ~lme have for~ed thelr, 
own Benevolent Association which in turn has been lnstrumental ln defeatlng 
their real purpose. 

Certain incentives are given policemen that allow them to m?ve up 
in the ranks. When they apprehend criminals, the chances ,of thew 
becoming a detective ormo~ing up (getting a few more,strlpes) ~re, 
increased. A Housing Authority policeman gets very l1ttle credlt lf the 
project he is taking care of has a reduction in crime. Bu~ if he 
apprehends a coupl~ of addicts, he is o~ his way to promot~on. ,Unfor~unately, 
a aood Housing pollceman deters the addlct from ever enterlng hlS proJect 
how then can he ever apprehend him? 

Housing administrators do not w.ant to see anyb?dY"with a uniform 
h 11 k ep the gate, li chasing criminals. What the~ ~ant lS someo~e w,o Wl e 

as it were, and deter the crlmlnal from comlng In. 

We have examined, by comparison, low-middle income"privately 
owned housing projects which use guards who belong to unlons but 
who are hired and paid by the project owners: W~ have f?und t~at a 
lower ratio of men to tenants is more effectlve l~ reduc~ng cr:me 
than are Housing Authority police. They tend to De statl0ned 1n 
guard booths (which the Housing Authority p?li~e will ~ot do) where 
they are available to tenants by phone. ThlS 1S very lmportant - the 
tenants know the police by name. They can call them on the phone 
directly (which the Housing Authority police will not allow) and they 
are responsible directly to the manager of the complex. 

This is a very important difference: That guard must now account, 
not to the Patrolmen's Benevolent Association, but to the tenants or 
the manager of that particular complex. Whereas if a patrolman ?f the 
Housing Authority police does not do his jo~ and s?meb?dy complalns, he 
has the Benevolent Association to protect h1m and 1S s1mply moved to 
another project. 
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There is another category of crime committed in low-income housing 
which does not make the crime statistics records but may well spell 
the collapse of most housing efforts: vandalism. 

The~e is a fundamental difference between a public housing project 
and a prlvate development. All private high-rise buildings have resident 
su~erintendents. PUb]ic housing projects do not. Public housing have 
malntenance men who l1Ve elsewhere and serve the project from nine to 
five, if that much. 

During World War II, public housing authorities, because of'tl ~ 
shortage of manpower, started hi ri ng the women \>Jho 1 i ved in the bun di ngs 
and performed the function of a "concierge." We looked at some old 
records, got some of the addresses, and interviewed some of the women and 
management. 

A reconstruction of the situation when projects had resident 
concierges indicates that there was not only much less vandalism but 
much less crime in these buildings compared to circumstances before 
their introdu~tion and,since. These women lived in the buildings and 
took on a soclal funct1on. They had to clean all the public spaces 
and knew which kids were the troublemakers. They went after those 
kids because they did not want any extra workload. In other words, 
they took on a p:eventive role. They also began screening the 
peoplr who came 1n and out of the building in the traditional concierge 
w~y to furt~er insure again~t possible problems. The important 
dlfference 1S that the conclerge was given an area to be responsible 
for rather than a number of hours of work to put in. If she could ~eep 
the place clean and vandal free, she didn't have to account For her hours. 

At present, Housing Authorities pay fortunes for maintenance men 
who are not committed to the projects because they do not live ;n them 
or have any feelings of responsibility toward them. Why not take tenants 
and make them concierges and guards? Let us make it a work ladder, too. 
In other words, they start off as either a conCierge or guard and then 
~ecome pr?je~t managers or members of the management staff. They live 
ln the bUl1dlng and are committed to the project and to the community. 
They are responsible to the community and the community comes to know 
thi s. 
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The question of lines of comlllunicati?n,a~d respons;bl~it~,is a~~~; 
. W 1 tt d a chart of responslbll1ty between e ler 

important .. e ~ ~h e't,l s 16 ODD-man police force and the hierar~hY 
of the HOuslng U or1 J ~ 'H sin Authority. There 1S 
of the management of tl

h
1e Ne~ York C~{~at~~n b~tween the two hierarchies. 

only one pl ace where t e~e 1 s comm~ ks to the Chi ef of Pol; ce. 
The chai rman of the ~ou~: ng ~utho~l ~~ ~h:aranks of pol i ce and management 
Nowhere else along t eTh1n~h.o/nf Police is appointed by the chairman, 
~~~a~h!oC~~~~ ~~~e~~ttleem~s~~e.o It is ~he Pat~olmenls Benevole~~t 
Association that runs th~ H~usinghA~t~~~l~~i~~l~~~~.an~h!h~~n~~ts call 
~h~e~~u~~ n~O~~{h~~~{/l~~ 1; ~e O~he~ ~hey al'e desperate because they have 
no other choice. 

, 1 f h using I do not recommend 
In providing secuflty personn~ or? olice forces that begin 

that an Author~ty beC?lhne,involved 1~o~~e:t~~~ck that nobody anticipated~ 
to take on a llfe of t elr ow~, go , 
and end up performing a questl0nable functlon. 
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Bui 192.illL Securi tYL_BurglillJrevellti..QD Stuc1Y. 
.-- Address by: Richard C. Stevens, Member Technical Staff 

Research Analysis Corporation, and the Institute 1s 
Burglary Prevention Study, Alexandria, Virginia 

My discussion this afternoon will be primari~y concerned with the 
per~pheral aspects of a building's security. In other words, what I 
plan to talk about are the physical items that provide a dwelling with 
certa; n levels of security. To beg; n wHh I am goi ng to present' a rather 
brief description of the Institute 1s program in the city of Alexandria, 
Vii"qinia, and then focus on one particular output product of that program. 
I think this particular pro~uct ;s rather unique, and it should contribute 
to this seminar as well as ~~imulate the audience with 4uestions at the 
end of my pre'Centat:on. . 

The Institute's program in the city of Alexandria is a research 
grant to the ci ty, and I alll a rnenlber of the research team performi ng the 
study. The study was begun in July 1970, and is currently scheduled to 
conclude in August of 1973. I mentioned currently because it appears 
there may be some changes in program scope and with them some extensions 
in program time. 

The study can best be described by reviewing its tasks or phase 
breakdowns. In its first phase a national survey of measures (procedures, 
devices, ordinances, etc.) to prevent or deter burglary was made. The 
purpose of this survey was to establish a data base of programs and so 
forth that were either currently being run or had previDusly been run 
and to include some indicators or evaluation of their impact against the 
incidence of burglary. 

The second phase of the study as it now appears, that is after 
it has been done, was actually an extension of the first phase survey. 
In this phase, interviews were held with manufacturers, designers, installers, 
and security experts -- all involved with the broad scope of security 
hardware -- in order to compile a master listing of commercially available 
devices and materials that had some applicability toward the prevention 
or control of burglary. 

The third phase of the study was the assessment of the devices, 
techniques, procedures, etc., as determined in Phases I and II. 
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With these three phases completed, the study next dil"ected 
itself toward the development and preparation of standards or, better 
sti 11, performance specifications for burglary deterrents and control. 
The use of the word standard or even performance specifications here 
is somewhat out of order. What we were and still are attempting to do 
is to develop the input information that will ultimately take the form 
of an ordinance or code for the city of Alexandda and will have been 
proven to be an effective deterrent against burglary. 

Continuing to describe the program, the next phase, or what would 
now be Phase V, was to design an evaluation program to test the effectiveness 
of the standards and/or specifications and to then on the basis of the 
test feed the information back into the standards so as to produce what 
could or probably will be called a minimum standard. Continuing, the 
program goes through three or four more phases involved with the mechanics 
of implementing the code or ordinance and educating the population as 
to its benefits, etc. 

However, as I mentioned earlier, I just wanted to provide you with 
a brief review of the total program and then to discuss in detail one 
output of the program thus far. In the third and fourth phases, as I 
mentioned, we have been making assessment of the deterrent value of the 
techn; ca 1 i nformati on obtai ned, in parti cul ar the security hardware. It 
is these assessments that I feel provide a unique approach toward "ra ting

ll 

or eva1uating any particular piece of security equipment. 

Comparisons of specific as well as general types of security hardware 
provide the individual and the business with a defensive tool in screening 
"junk" hardware. Because of the news media and other program directed at 
supposedly educating the public relative to protecting their house or 
business, many companies have produced hardware which does little more than 
decorate the doors ~r windows; that is, the item ;s offered as providing 
security, but is actually an inferior copy or sham claiming to perfonn 
certain functions but not delivering them. 

The data collected from manufacturers, from experts in the field of 
security hardware, from security analysts, from police officials, and 
from experienced users was compiled in tabular form in an attempt to 
provide a means for evaluating the worth or function of a particular piece 
of security equipment. View graph no. 1 is shown here to assist in 
clarifying how the tables have been constructed and what they can provide. 
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The approach has been to develop a major listing of categories of 
hardware, "generic categories," so that reference is not made to any 
specific product or brand name, but that a specific item can be found 
through its functional description either as a singly listed item or 
as a combination of several items. With this list of categories and 
wi th the des i re to eva 1 ua te the item on its cos t, the data compil ed in 
the devices survey on costs was next listed. The modal value (the most 
common cost) was used because of the extreme spread of costs per item. 
Thus, the comparisons are made on the basis of that cost which the 
average citizen is most likely to pay. Following this logic, the Type 
of Attack was listed and divided into four areas: Brute Force, Unskilled, 
Semi-skilled, and Professional, each of which I will define later. Further 
breakdowns of each attack area were made in order to provide the use 
intended for the tables. These areas are Time to Defeat, TIM, a preventive 
factor, and MIT, another preventive factor. 

These tables, therefore, present a comprehensive listing of all 
security hardware and provide a tool wherein the home owner or the local 
businessman can begin to evaluate on his own what type of security and 
security hardware he is getting and buying for his dollar. 

As I just mentioned, the categories presented -- I'll show you just 
one of some fourteen tables developed and submitted to the Institute in 
my report (second view graph) -- have been ranked in terms of their modal 
cost on a retail basis, and then an association has been made between 
this cost and the ability of the item tu perform its function when attacked 
in certain ways. What has been created, then, could be called an entry 
time per cost, or defeat time per cost, or performance time per cost, or 
security units (in terms of time) per dollar value. This rating does 
offer certein cost-effectiveness information, but is more properly a 
"performance evaluation" ranked by the appropriate cost and has thus 

·been termed "preventive factor." 

The general categories have been listed under major points of entry 
and then subclassified under the major headings into the broadest possible 
range of security hardware applications by generic description. In this 
manner a particular hardware configuration can be found in the table and 
reviewed relative to its preventive factors. However, even with this 
grouping, and even under anyone major cate.gory, the best preventive 
factor in itself cannot be used for selection of the best rated item. 
Subgroupings of items are comparable on a best rating basis or best TIM 
but these are rated solely on the functions of the item described. It 
should then be clear that to properly evaluate a specific piece of hardware, 
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one or more lines should be reviewed in orde~ to includ~ all the . 
functions which this piece of hardware contalns; e.g., lf the securl~y 
equipment were a door with a primary lock, a secondary loc~, a ~ertaln 
type of hinge, and a certain construction, then at least flve 11nes 
of the tabular data would be required to properly ev~luat~ th~t door. 
Also the type attack, which I will more fullY,descr1be, 1S d1rected 
sOle;y at the single line item reviewed; that 1S, e~en though there may 
be a much simpler means for gaining entry or effect1ng defeat of a 
system, the attack is against only the item or single component 
described. 

Thus if a comparison is desired of two or more configurations, 
each configuration by itself must be evaluated with the appropriate 
preventive factors for the configuration. 

In order to provide you with the differences ~n the f?ur types ,of 
attack, I will read a portion of the report I ment10ned Wh1Ch descrlbes 
these attack categories: 

Brute Force. This attack has been estab1ished as that ~n wh~ch 
pure physical force only is used to gain entry. The attack lS pOlnted 
not at the lock or holding device only, but rather at the whole area. 
and all of its components. Certainly it follows that the weakest p01nt 
would yield first and then become the specific.point of.attack; h?Wever, 
in general, this category is "brute force" aga1nst the ltem descr1bed. 
ShQulder pressure, kicking,pushing, the use of s!edge hammers, axes, 
saws, etc., are considered normal methods fo\~ thlS type of attack. 

Unskilled Attack. This category has been selected,t? encompass 
those attacks where a novice or equivalent tries a speclflc attack on, 
for example, the lock. No special tools ar~ us~d other than perhaps a 
screwdriver, small hammer, short pry bar, tlre lron, etc., too~s . 
10rmally available and usable by anyone. The attacker wo~ks wlth ~hlS 
type of tool and solely on the item being evaluated. It ,s.re~ognlzed 
that this may be an unrealistic situation in practice,.but lt lS . 
an important limitation from the standpoint of developlng the rat1ng 
factors. 

Semi-Skilled Attacks. In this category the attacker has been 
assumed to be one with a limited special knowledge of how to defeat the 
pat'ticular item being evaluated. He h~s certain cr~de tools, but t~ey 
are specific to the types of attack thlS at~ack~r wll! make. Such ltems 
as large channel lock pliers for "knob popplng? f~ex1ble me~al and . 
plastic strips for "slipping11 or "loiding," th,n pleces of Wlre for hooklng 
latches, a glass cutter, selected skeleton and master keys, etc. 
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Professional. This category is for the "pro". Special tools 
and s'kills are a must for his attacks. Cylinder poppers, pick sets, 
pick guns, master keys, punches, tapes, wire, torches are but a few 
of the specially made tools that the "pro" will use to attack the 
item being evaluated. He has an intimate working knowledge of a 
great variety of locks and how they can be opened. In other words, 
he is the true professional who, if determined and giVen enough time, 
will defeat just about any security device. 

Certain other areas of these tables require clarification. In 
the cost column, the range of the item has been given in dollar values, 
from the cheapest to the most expensive. Because in many cases an 
average is inappropriate, the mode has been listed and refers to the 
most common retail dollar value of the item. Under each type of 
attack, the Time to Defeat is estimated and tabulated in seconds. These 
times are subjective, judgmental, estimated, and otherwise open to 
argument. They certainly can be improved upon. The important thing 
here is the approach. As I have already mentioned, throughout the 
time frame of this program as well as at least two years prior to that, 
I have talked with many knowledgeable people, read many pUblications, 
and studied many security items, ail of which have cont~ibuted to what 
I believe to be a unique sunmation of information and allowing for the 
tabulated ranking of the various pieces of security equipment listed 
in the interim study report. 

Returning to the overall Alexandria Program, we are currently 
preparing to select a controlled sample of the cross-section of dwellings 
and businesses in the city of Alexandria and then to increase their 
"building security" by rating them from these tables discussed here today 
to a predetermined level. Then we will observe and collect the burglary 
history for this test group for a period of one year, thereby developing 
the effectiVeness of items such as those described in the tables as 
deterrents to burglary. 
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Building Security: Crime In and Around Residence Study. ~ 
~eport by: Thomas Repetto, Associate Professor, John Jay college 

at the City University of New York a~d Urban Sys~ems 
Research and Engineering, Inc., Instltute-HUD Crlme 
In and Around Residence Study, Phase I 

FACTORS IN URBAN RESIDENTIAL CRIME 

I. Objective of the Project 

The objective of Phase I of the study is to determine the 
nature and pattern of stranger-to-stranger crime ~ommi~ted on ur~an 
residential premises. Specifically, it.seeks to ld~ntl!y, descrlbe, 
and, if possible, explain in a systematlc and quantltatlve.ma~ner 
the rates and patterns of the residential crime and the prlnclpal 
contri butory factors. 

Rate is defined as the number of offenses per unit generally measured 
in crime/100 households. 

Patterns are distinctive character~sti~s of residential crime in :erms 
of chronological and spatial distrlbutl0n, method, and target of attack. 

Correlative factors are conditions and circumstances which ap~ear :elated 
to and are possible explanations of rates and patterns of resldentlal 
crime. 

At present the project, which is budgeted for 15 months, is.just 
past mid-point and any findings cited must be regarded as tentatlve. 

II. Research Design 

A. APPROACH AND METHOD 

The research design has kept in min? tha~ the pr~me emphasis Of. 
LEAA and HUD is to gather information whlch wlll be ?lrec~lY us~ful 1n 
establishing programs to reduce the incidence of re~ldentl~l cr;me. d 
Therefore, the design has emphasized research questl?nS WhlCh.W11l lea 
in this direction rather than questions of an academlc or perlpheral . 
interest. In general the project has sou~ht to.conc~ntrate on.correlatlve 
factors which LEAA and HUD can influence 1n an lmrnedlate and d1rect sense . 

• .f 

In order to gather information and tes~ hypotheses, the staff 
is employing five basic tools: 

1. A search of the literature, both popular and professional. 
This is an ongoing process since one work often leads to another. 

2. A study of residential offender behavior, including an 
analysis of the criminal history of cross-sections of adjudicated 
residential offenders and detailed interviews with 100 of them. 

3. An analysis of police records pertaining to residential 
crime. 

4. A survey of households which provides for a detailed 
interview with victims and non-victims of residential crime and 
an audit of the security aspects of the dwelling. 

5. A field observation study of the characteristics of selected 
neighborhoods in the Boston SMSA to determine the comparative security 
features of each neighborhood. 

The last three techniques were concentrated on a close st~dy of 
a representative cross-section of urban American neighborhoods in an 
attempt to determine their residential crime experience. 

B. DEFINITION OF RESIDENTIAL CRIME 

One problem which has influenced the work of this project is 
that there is no such category as residential crime. There clearly 
is residential burglary--one of the commonest offenses (1 1/4 million 
reported in the U. S. in 1970) and many residential burglars but 
few residential robberies and even fewer residential robbers. In most 
other crime categories, the attack is not often focused toward a 
residence and the fact of its occurring on residential premises is 
more a matter of chance than design. 

This affects the research since most available data on residential 
type crime is based on burglary. 



C. CONVENTIONAL THEORIES OF RESIDENTIAL CRIME 

In essence the central findings and theories about residential 
crime are: 

1. Residential crime like other crimes results from a combination 
of desire and opportunity. There must be persons who wish to engage in 
criminal behavior and opportunities for them to do so. 

2. There is significant variance in the spatial distribution 
of the rates of residential crime. 

3. Criminal behavior in relation to residential crime follows 
distinctive patterns. 

There is much less agreement over the relative importance of 
various correlative factors. Among the main explanations of the 
residential crime phenomenon are those which stress: 

1. Environment, in terms of certain characteristics of a 
neighborhood such as race, class, social disorganization, land use, 
or traffic patterns. 

2. Loca1 security such as police or other patrols, and street 
1 i ghti ng. 

3. Dwelling characteristics such as housing types, age of 
housing, spatial location of dwellings (next to alley, vacant lot), 
affluence or design of the dwelling. 

4. Occupant's b'ehavior, including such things as occupancy 
rates and knowledge and use of security procedures. 

5. Dwelling security factors such as the effectiveness of 
the doors, locks, windows, or special devices. 

6. Offender behavior, which explains crime rates and patterns 
in terms of offender characteristics, such as age, ethnicity, 
personality and levels of skills. 

D. PROBLEMS OF RESEARCH DESIGN 

Within the universe of possible correlative factors not all 
are of equal significance nor are all of them amenable to direct 
corrective programs by HUD or LEAA. In order to lessen the incidence 
of residential crime, it is necessary to lessen the amount of desire 
or opportunity or both. 

For example, among various crime lessening strategies some 
?perate,to.affect bo~h desi~e and opportun~ty. The classic exali1ple 
1S stat10nlng of pollcemen 1n front of a slngle family house. This 
serves primarily to foreclose opportunity in that location by 
repressing criminal desire, since most potential offenders will 
pr~sumably calCUlate that the risk of apprehension exceeds possible 
ga1n. Measures such as target hardening; i.e., installation of better 
loc~s~ doors, etc., serve primarily to reduce crime opportunity. Job 
tral m ng programs or drug treatment centers serve pr; mari ly to reduce 
criminal desire. 

Given the contractual objectives of this project (to determine 
the nature and pattern of crimes committed against residential 
properties in order to assist the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development and LEAA in establishing guidelines for residential 
security against crime), prime emphasis is directed toward the 
immediate lessening of opportunity rather than longer range programs 
aimed at lessening desire; however, the latter concept must be borne 
in mind. 

E. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In seeking explanation of residential crime, an attempt has been 
made to sort out factors of probability and vulnerability. Probability 
refers to the cha.nces that a particular dwelling will be attacked. 
Vulnerability refers to the relative degree of difficulty in attacking 
a particular dwelling. 

A~ ~mportant question is to what degree vulnerability influences 
probabll1ty. For example, the occupant of Res~dence A may be very 
security conscious and utilize procedures and devices which make entry 
into his dwelling more difficult than into Residence B located several 
miles away. Residence A, however, :TIdY be situated in a.high crime 
neighborhood (environment). And therefore, though Residence B may be 
much more vulnerable than A, because it is located in a low crime area 
it may have little probability of being attacked. 
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Fo~ purposes of resparch the varinus correlative factors 
have be~n grouped under two headings: those which relate to the 
neighborhood and those which relate to the dwelling. Neighborhood 
factors i ncl ude 

1 . Social and economic statistics, 

2. Physical features of the neighborhood, and 

3. Neighborhood security. 

Dwell i ng factors i ncl ude 

1- Physical features of the dwe 11 i ng , 

2. Occupant behavior, and 

3. Dwelling security features. 

In this way victimized and non-victimized dwellings in the same 
nei hborhood can be compared and, by holding ne~ghbor~ood fact?rs 
con~tant, and explanation of different~al dwel~lng cnme expenence 
can be sought in terms of differences 1n dwell1ng factors. 

F. DETAILS OF RESEARCH METHODS 

1. Literature Search 

In general the relevant literature could be subsumed under the 
following headings: 

a A number of scholarly works on general criminal.behavior 
withoui special regard for the problem of residential crlme. 

b Literature of a scholarly nature dealing with residential 
crime but offering only the most general findings and hypotheses. 

c Popular literature dealing with residen~ial crime o~fering 
common' sense prescriptions for residential secunty but lacklng an 
empirical base. This type of literature frequentl~ affords $enera~ 
descriptions of criminal behavior in the most emot1onal and lmpreclse 
terms. 
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2. Offender Behavior 

In order to determi ne the patterns of offend6" behavi 0,' in 
residential crime, the project staff is analyzing the criminal histories 
of a representative cross-section of adjudicated offenders and is 
interviewing 100 of them. In the first phase of the interview process, 
the subject is asked to view a series of slides representing a cross
section of urban neighborhoods and housing types. These interv1ews are 
used as a background for a series of questions in regard to the subject1s 
decision to execute an attack on a residence, and collateral factors 
such as motives for criminal behavior and attitudes toward such things 
as violence. This takes approximately one hour. 

The second phase of the interview involves a skill test. The 
subject is confronted with a number of props consisting of doors and 
windows normally found in various urban dwellings. The subject is then 
asked to state which of these he could open and how. After stating his 
preferences, he is furnished with the tools he requests and invited 
to demonstrate. This phase is meant to check on the veracity of the 
subject as regards his M.D. and skills and as an expansion of the slide 
phase data. The chief value is to avoid crediting individuals with 
skills they do not possess. This phase takes approximately 20 minutes. 

3. Police Records Analysis 

The staff undertook to examine police data on residential crime. 
For example, in the city of Boston they looked at 39 police reporting 
areas. Each area comprised a few city blocks with an approximate 
population of 1,000 persons. The staff reviewed reports on approximately 
2,000 residential burglaries and 200 residential robberies which were 
recorded in these areas in 1969 through 1971. 

The staff undertook an examination of all rapes reported in the 
39 areas and all the murders in the entire city of Boston during the 
same period. 

The data for all other crimes were determined by the vicitimization 
studies conducted during the household survey phase. In this respect it 
shoUld be noted that police data is of limited value in that a large 
percentage of crime is unrecorded and information on that which is recorded 
is often sketchy and inaccurate. 
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4. The Household Survey 

The objectives of the household survey are as follows: 

a To attempt to verify the accuracy of police dat~ and ~o cal~ulate 
actual'crime rates fo)''' selected rep?rt~ng areas th)~ough lntervlews wlth 
random samples of victims and non-vlctlms. 

b. To expand the details of t~e pol~ce reports in order to develop 
additional information for calculatlng crlme patterns. 

To attempt to ascertain differences between victim an? non
Victi~'households in respect to such matters as occupant behavlor,. 
types of secu)"ity devices in use, and the general design and 10catlOn 
of the dwell i ng , 

d To assist in ascertaining differences between hig~ crime a~d t' 
low crime neighborhoods in respect to s~ch features as soclal orgamza 10n 
and ci ti zen at"!:i tudes toward the communl ty. 

5, Site Survey Phase 

The reporting areas were also studied for,possible differenc~~ 
between high crime and low crime areas. In t~lS phase each repor lng 
area is visited at periodic intervals (day, nlght, March, June) to 
ascertain such factors as 

1. Police protection, 

2. Security patrols, 

3. Lighti og, 

4. Pedestrial and vehicle traffic, and 

5. Presence of gangs. 

II 1. Pre 1; mi na ry Fi nd; ngs 

A. Crime Rates 

In general the spatial distribution of crime rates ~ends to follow d 
Rates are highest in the soclally disorganize conventional expectations. 
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areas such as the black ghetto and the highly transient areas. They 
are lowest in the white single family socially stable areas. However, 
there are some interesting questions which we are now in the process 
of inVestigating. 

For example, the extremely 1m\I rate of burglary in one black 
housing project area raises the suspicion that this is the result of 
inadequate reporting rather than actual experience~-which illustrates 
possible danger of working exclusively with reported crime figures. 

B. PATTERNS 

The staff is now is the process of placing the police data on 
the Sanborn maps, and the identification of patterns is still in an 
early stage. An analysis of a small portion of the densely populated 
Beacon Hill area illustrates the nature of this work. The analysis 
notes that most burglaries occur on the inner streets rather than 
well traveled main arteries. Of 89 reported burglaries over a 33-month 
period, the basic overall finding was that 90 percent took place in 
apa~ ... tments and approximately 90 percent were daytime attacks on unoccupi ed 
flats. Entry was most often gained by using force versus the front 
door. Where location of enb~ w~s stated, doors were used about four times ~s 
frequently as wi ndows, and the f"'ont door thY'ee times as often as the s; de 
or rear. Of attack techniques listed, physical force versus the door was 
mas t often cited., other attacks be; n9 much 1 ess frequent, though there 
are a number of unknowns which .require further analysis. In better than 
90 percent of the cases as stated, the dwelling was unoccupied and the 
burgl ary was not di scovered until the occupant I s return. May and JUlie 
were the most active months and Thursday and Friday the most favored days. 

In 90 percent of the cases, the offenders were unknown. In 12 cases 
where offenders were seen, they were all described as male, mostly white 
and under 30. Only three of the cases resulted in arrests. The most 
cornman losses were cash, jewelry, and hi-fi, radio, TV and stereo equipment, 
varying from $300-$1000 in value. 

OFFENDER BEHAVIOR PATTERNS 

Fifty people have been interviewed so far. Forty-two were inmates 
of local houses of correction, and eight were probationers. The median 
age of those interviewed was 25. Of these, 35 were white and 15 were black. 
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The bulk of the remainder of the intervie\'4s will be in a house of 
correction and two district courts. The emphasis will be on juveniles 
and minority group members. 

Since an extensive statistical analysis of the data will be made 
after the interviews are completed, there will be no attempt to duplicate 
such an analysis for this presentation. However, sorne trends can 
already be discerned from the interviews) and we will outline them 
briefly in the general context of the study design. 

Preferred Targets* 

Over 50 percent of the interviewees ranked both single family house 
neighborhoods as similar to where they worked. They worked there because 
they were affluent neighborhoods; the houses were relatively isolated, 
and there was consequently less risk of being noticed. 

Forty percent of the interviewees selected the multi-family wooden 
frame house as similar. They worked in that neighborhood because there 
were things worth taking and the houses were old and easy to get into. 
On the other hand, several people said they would never work there for 
reasons such as "too many nosy nei ghbors II and, "Don j t even 1; ke dr; vi ng 
down those streets," 

Twenty-eight percent rated the middle income apartment building 
as similar'. They worked there because the buildings are again old and 
easy to get into, and there was a transient population, so strangers 
were not conspicuous. However, most people said there was little of 
value there. The luxury apartment building was rated by only 10 percent 
as similar to the type of area where they normally worked. Although 
everyone thought that many wealthy people 1 i ved there, most thought it 
would be too risky to work in with a doorman, alarms, and no easy escape 
rm,J,te. 

No obvious pattern has emerged on how the interviewee selects a 
particular house in his preferred neighborhood and what, if any, 
structural, locational and other external features he considers. Answers 
are extremely varied. Some prefer corner houses; others~ houses in the 

*There may well be a shift in prefen'ed neighborhoods as we increase the 
number of minority groups and juveniles interviewed. 
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middle of the block. Some avoid 
choose it. Good 1ighting if th a.h~use.on a busy street, others 
sometimes avoided. Most interVi:wl~ erVlewee works at night~ is 
have another house opposite it e s p:-efer a house that does not 
hous~s with fences or hedges ;.or on elther side. Most prefer 
around the neighborhood to 111o~~n~e they provide cover. A few walk 
really good condition the lawn r °fl the house that stands out in 
But most do not.' ea y cared for, paint, tv antennas. II 

What most interViewees do is look 
for signs that a house is unoccupied. 

Deterrents 

The greatest deterrent is eo 1 
they wouid enter a residence ifPth P ek Only two interviewees said 
alarms are also a deterrent ey new so~eone was inside. Burglar 
~ou}d not break into a plac~ i~v~heha~f th~ lnterviewees said they 
If It has a silent alarm. Most ,y new l~ was,bugged~ particu7arly 
they have triggered a silent ala~~:l leave lmmedlately if they think 

To a few the fact that there i 
~o others it is a positive si n t s a burg~ar alarm is a challenge. 
In the reSidence, and that mU~h hat there 1S something worth taking 
~hat burglar alarm stickers do n~~r~e~~~t~h a trY

T
'
h 

Almost ev~ryone says 
00 many fakes. em. ey have encountered' 

Dogs are also a deter t . 
a,;hird of the interviewee;e~ay ~~;tlc~i~rlY large "biting" dogs. About 
wl~h dogs in various ways fro y WI 9? elsewhere. The rest deal 

m pepper or pOlsoned hamburger to mace. 
, Good outside lighting for th h ' 

Llghts on or a TV or radio la inos~ w,o work at nlght is a deterrent 
not others froll) checking fu~th~r fo l~!~dff t~~ hhouse w! 11 deter some b~t 

e OUse IS unoccupied. 
Regular police or security patrols do 

not seem a formi dab 1 e deten'ent. 
When Few admit to encounter; ng many locks that h;:. 'Ie defeated .. they do meet one. th '11 ~ them. , ey Wl try a window if they can. 
Method of Entry 

Overall, 49 percent usually entere1 through windows 07 ,,) pe rcp.n t 
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usually entered through doors, and 14 percent did ~oth equally . .The 
methods employed were generally crude, such as prYlng the door wlth 
a screwdriver. 

Method of Operating 

The extent of planning depends on the,speed,and regularity with 
which money is required. The majority of,l~tervlewees.want money 
quickly. Planning to them consists of drlvlng ?r walklng ~hrough a 
neighborhood, watching people leave in the mornlng, or s~elng where 
there are no lights at night, ringing the doorb7l1 and, ,f no one. 
answers, breaking in. Some may find the person s name f~om the mall 
box and telephone him. A few do considerably more Planmng.andllwatch 
the house for several weeks lito learn the habits of the fam11y, but 
that is rare. 

Very few carry weapons. Only two s?id they usually c~rry guns. 
Some are afrai d they m; ght use a weapon 1 f they were su~pn sed .. A 
typical comment was IIKill a man for a color TV, no way: Also the 
difference in penalty is a deterrent. IlIf I'm caught ln th~ house, 
it's 6 months, with a gun, it's 6 years. " A few carry a km fe, one 
carries a mace gun. 

Half those interviewed usually operate during the day. Most of 
the rest work in the evening between 6 and 11 p.m. Ve~y few wo:k 
later than that. A majority wear gloves. They are m~lnly look:ng for 
color TV's, stereos, radios, tapes, cash-goods for WhlCh there IS a 
constant and ready market. 

The time they stay varies according to the size and type o~ 
residence -- the norm is around 20 minutes. The usual way out 1S through 
the front door. In an lIemergency, II they will 1 eave ~ny way they can, 
possibly through a window, which is one reason why flrst floor apar~meryts 
are preferred. An emergency could,be tri~gering a bur~lar alarm, flndlng 
someone already inside, or the pollce comlng. ,In ~ll the~e cases, 
they leave rapidly, avoiding direct confrontatlon ,f ·posslble. 

After leaving the neighborhood almost everyone ~ets rid 0t the 
score immediately. There seems an abundant number 01 people, so-called 
respectab1e citizens,1I ready to receive it. Most people have a~ least 
one fence, often several, with whom they norma!ly deal. I~tervlewees 
a "after hours joints,lI IIbars,1I and gas statlons are tYPlcal pl~ces , 

~oYwh;ch they bring the goods. No one leaves the goods before belng pald, 
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Reasons_for Breaking and Entering 

Over half the interviewees used a sizeable proportion of the 
money they stole to support drug habits. The cost of the habits 
varied from $50 a week to $200-300 a day. Most were heroin addicts 
some used amphetamines. Others used the money to buy clothes or ' 
alcohol, to 1I1 ead the good 1,fe,1I to save, and in a few cases to 
support a family. The average score varied from $100-200~ with ~n 
outside range of $24-$3,000. The number of hits varied~ depending 
directly on the amount of money needed, from one or two a month to 
three or four a day for those with larger drug habits. Forty-eight of the 50 
people interyiewed said they would not steal if they had enough money 
to cover thelr needs. 

Patterns of Criminal Activity 

Interviewees as a group favor working in several types of neighborhoods 
both residential and non-residential. Many individuals are still 
working in the same type neighborhoods where they began their burglary careers. 

Most interViewees have also engaged in, and, in several cases 
been convicted of, other crimes in addition to burglary. Auto theft, 
assault, armed robbery, and possession and sale of narcotics are those 
most often mentioned. But in general, interviewees have concentrated 
on bre~k;ng and entering b~cause they say it is easy, profitable, 
there 1S less chance of belng caught, and the penalties are less than 
for most other criminal activities. 

If the interviewees' present targets hardened, they say they would 
move to other targets, to old houses if new houses became more difficu1t 
to houses if apartments became more d~fficult, to offices and stores if ' 
residences became more difficult. So far, interViewees seem more prepared 
to change thei r target than the; r type of crimi na 1 act; vity. 
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Buildin~~e~~rity. 

........ 

Comments by: Hollis DeVines, Director of Schlage 
Security Institute, Sch1age Lock Company 

I would first like to talk about a security program we have been 
running since 1968 along with the Chief of Police in Stockton, California. 
Here is how it operates: 

People who wanted their homes inspected called a telephone number 
which was publicized by all media. Their names were entered on forms 
which were turned over to the police department. The beat officer made 
the home i nspecti on and rated the home lIgood, II lIfai r, \I or "poor" as 
to security, on these forms. The owner returned the forms to the police 
department. For those people who wished to do something about securing 
their homes, a follow-up inspection with recommendations for improvement 
was made by a locksmith --- and the form was completed. 

In the first week, 71 homes showed a poor security rating. It was 
almost unbelievable that possibly one in ten would make corrections. 
However --- out of those 71 homes, 57 residents made corrections. 

We kept track of per-house correction costs. The average cost was 
$178.75 per house, which drove home the fact that when lIJohn Q. Public" 
is told what he can do to improve security, he will do it, if he has 
good information. 

By the end of the month, there was a drop in burgl ari es of 38 percent. 
The rate stayed down fairly well for four months, and then it started to 
creep back up again. Apathy had crept in. 

It was now important that people became aware of and started to use 
good locks, alarms, and other devices. At the end of the first week~ 
however, we began getting telephone calls from neighboring cities saying, 

,1IWhat are you doing up there in Stockton? Your crime is coming down here. 1I 

Just what does the criminal do if protection makes his crime too 
difficult? A program in San Jose against shoplifting is a good example. 
Here they succeeded wonderfully in practically knocking shoplifting off the 
map. But then they began pi cki n9 up the burgl ars, and they turned ou'~ 
to be the former shop 1 i fters ! 

We have covered a lot of s . 
discussions. I would like now ~~u~~ty develo~ments so far in our 
cover. When one starts to talk v~bo~~c~s~l~' llttle o! wha~ We did not 
there are about as many sol uti ons Ul 1 ng secun ty, 1 t seems 
so ~~ny variables, according to wh as t~~reba~e ?Uil~ings. There are 
physlcal design, its content~ ander~f'~ hUl1dlng 1S located, its 
respond and how soon. -,," asalarms,willthepo1ice 

With all of these variables 
start. Of course if you are b ? y?U really do not know Where to 
right with the ar~hitectural de~~ldlng a new bUilding, the star~ is 
premises should be made diffic l~gn'd Unauthorized intrusion to the 
cri~inal as possible. The walls an as u~certai~ for the would-be 
reslstant glass --_ all of th ,bars, grllls, wlndows with burglary-
O~ course, many burglars can ~!:ta~~ needed t~ defeat the intruder. 
glVen enough time, some burglars eldsetskecurlty measures. In fact 

wou a e Fort Knox. ' 
I would next like to refer t d t . 

police work, yoU have had eo 1 0 e ectl0n devices. Perhaps in your 
going ~o ~ut off that bell~ ~w~a~abl1f~~ ~Tshk you w~en somebody was 
been r1 ng1 ng for two hours. II e. e one 1 n the back that has 

Local alarms 
to them anymore. 
burgl ar or by the 
arrived home. 

go off so often th t 1 d 
They do not know i: a~e~~a~m h no~ pay m~ch attention 
teenager who has forgotten to ~~rne~~ ;~}9~~~~dh~y a 

I know of only one case wh . d t . 
is secondary. If you have a ere e ect10n comes first and deterrence 
communicates his detection byg~Odk~Og, he detects the burglar; he 
burglar out. ar lng and he deters crime by keeping the 

In selecting hardware . 
that is, a consultant Who ha: ~~c~r1i~ f?nsultant sh?Uld be called 
too many "security consultants" :p~~ 1~ , to prove hlS ability ... 1 see 
not s~em to know what they are doinlnglng up sudden!y, and many of them do 
s~cur1ty measures should be conside~~d ~~e~h an archlte?t gesigns a bUilding, 
a w~ys engages the servi ces of oth . every begl nm ng - and he 
the1r efficiency, and I feel er.eng1neers. These men have proved 
same category. a securlty consultant should qualify in the 
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Some security problems get to be quite monumental, and there is a 
need for a person who keeps abreast of what items are on the market. Also, 
he must have a good knowledge of the criminal and the way the criminal 
operates. This is the man I am refen"ing to as the "security consultant." 

On standards, it might possibly come about that the government 
would become the catalyst to bring together the various people in 
industry to establish a set of security standards. I know the Associated 
Locksmi ths of Ameri ca are work; ng on them, and so are the Ameri can 
Society for Industrial Security and the Security Equipment Manufacturers 
Association. I guess I could list some 50 groups that are perhaps doing 
this. And they are all striving to accomplish the same thing -- but 
each in its own way! 

Many buildings can be secured today and many moY'e should. We have 
proved it in Oakland. There was a drop in commercia"1 burglary figures 
when Oakland put its ordinance into effect, but resi~ential burglaries 
shot way up because, again, we displaced the criminal from the commercial 
to the residential area. . 

Records were kept as to how attempted burglaries were thwarted. 
It was found that in one year, 1967, alarms prevented 95 break-ins: 40 with 
silent alarms, and 55 with audible alarms. But there were 159 thwarted 
burglaries because of physical deterrence. . 

I feel that you must build traps, and you must weigh the amount of 
security that you can build into a trap. I know of one building that was 
being plagued \'Jith burglaries. They tried all sorts of physical deterrents. 
The targets were expensive furs and the building was in an isolated area, 
and it took the police 15 minutes to respond to the alarms. 

Finally, we put in traps. We deliberately left a couple of windows 
open that might be the "enticing area;" they went to dressing rooms. We 
hooked up the alarm to this area, but left photoelectric cells out on 
the floor area. These were connected to nothing. As we planned it, the 
burglars went through the window, and, of course~ the minute they opened 
the dressing room doors to go into the other area, they tripped the silent 
alarm. To them all the other devices in the outer room seemed to be in 
operation but they were not connected. So we can imagine how careful 
they were not to trip the "unconnected" alarms as they lifted things over 
and back and forth. 
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The alarms that caught them 
the 9ressing rooms. Three times ~ere the ~imp1e ones on the doors of 
15-m1nu~e police response time. BP~rehddnSlons w~re made) even with th 
burg7ar1es. U SU enly th1S trap stopped the e 

.Ag~in) your locksmith toda is . 
stat~st1cs of burglaries. He i; th a very lm~ortant source for the 
repalrs after there has been e man who 1S Usually cal1 Q d for 
to make repairs following att:m~~ral~ry. ~lsO~locksmiths ar; called 
p7aces as those reported on p l' e reak-lns In three times as many o 1 ce records. 
" A gl~zier is another good man t '. 

flnd out lf burglaries are tak' 10 keep In mlnd, if you want to 
to replace Windows. And agai~ngth a~~, He is the person who is called 
same. " e 19ures are running about the 

. One must start with the " 
try,~ng to ~ccomplish. , .The ~:~~ ~~~p~e.~~oU9h~ in mind of What we are 
~us.comelntothepicture " Ul. a l1ttletime,1l The 1 
It 1S possible to s ' partlcularly ln larger buildi a arm 

b
Wi11 be made on it. eC~f:r~~ !r~~ t? prevent :easonable at~~~Pt~ ~~~~~ 
ut a7so we need to et glve some tlme for police res 

There are too few at9th people who. understand security into th~onse, 
that something must be do~;e~~nJ tlfe who a~e truly QUa1ified.

1sra;!:i 
~tarter --- something in th eve op studles in this area. For 
1n dropping the burglary ra~~e_ a~e~~ where w?rk is already underwa; 

o commercla1 and residential. 
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Buil di n9 Secur; ty Codes and Ordi nanc.es. Address by: Holl i s DeVi nes, 
Director of Schlage Security Institute, 
Schlage Lock Company 

This seminar was dedicated to the late Sergeant Kearns of the 
Oakland Police Department. I would like to discuss his work on 
building security codes. 

In 1963, the Oakland Police Department formed the Security Section, 
with Sergeant Kearns in charge. At that time, residential and commercial 
burglary were rising at the same rate, about 15 percent a year. The 
commercial ordinance was passed that year, and it became law in June, 1964. 
Immediately, the commercial burglary rate dropped to a 3.4 percent rise, 
and to a 2.3 percent rise the next year, Later, it flattened out. 

The residential burglary rate, on the other hand, shot up to a 95 percent 
rise. This pointed out very clearly that the criminal had moved from 
commercial burglary to residentia1'burglary. 

In 1967, a group of studies was made to determine and ascertain 
how vlell the ordi nance had worked. The fi gures showed that the pol i ce 
department had contacted 3,692 businesses in the three-and-a-half-year 
period that the ordinance had been in effect. Of these, 3,122 companies 
had applied the security measures suggested by the Security Section: 
666 had installed alarm systems and 1,948 had installed physical security 
devices. The remainder took whatever actions were necessary to comply 
with the ordinance and to meet their particular problems. There were 
534 businesses that were not in violation of the ordinance, and did not 
take any action, while only 36 were in violation after three-and-a half 
years. (These buildings were too dilapidated for practical repair.) 

Another survey was conducted to ascertain the crime experiences of 
those businesses which did comply with the ordinance. The study revealed 
that 59 companies had experienced a 91.8 percent decrease in burglary during 
the five-year period, 1963 to 1968. 

Now other cities began to pass modifications of this code. I think 
Alexandria was the first. These codes varied very little. A few more 
cities passed ordinances in 1968. 

In 1969, Indianapolis, one of the bigger cities, passed a code, but 
they experienced some problems. They had trouble with the builders. The 
code has never been enforced, but it is still in existence. They are 
still fighting the battle to enforce it. Included were single family dwellings 
the private dwelling, and nobody was contested these yet. 
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. Montgomery County has also 
flrst to make it retroact" pa~sed a code. They Were one f 
family dwe 11 ~ ngs , A 11 ne~ v~~nf~~~l ~~Jl a rly on mote 1s) hotels ~nd tl~~1ti 
owners of existing buildings cllon was to comply with this code, an~d 
repairs or corrections. were a lowed one year to make the necessary 

Minneapolis then followed . 
one year for owners of exis . Wlt~ a.retroactive code, again iv' 
two more cities in californr~ng bUl~dlngS to comply. About thfs. ~{~e 
codes that included the single ~~~~lY e~:;ff{~~. codes, rather simple 

The los Angeles County Sheri "I 

and they dec; ded to draft an ord" ff s Department became interested 
the ~os Angeles basin that contr~~~~~efto i~ke care of the 14 area; in 
serVlces. Their ordinance was s or e sheriffJs patrol1in 
more on performance, rather thanomew~~t more lengthy and was bUilf 
example, the code states that sl "o~ e type of hardware Used, For 
pounds applied in any direction 1d~~g ~oors must reSist a force of 800 
ke~ and held secure. This cod'" e ?ors had to be locked with a 
QUlte wen. e 1S now In effect and seems to be dOing 

At the end of 1967 Ser e 
marsha], representative; fro~ ~~du;~arns tdhen,managed to get the fire 
compam es together Th' " ry, an e1 ght of the rna ' . 
Department and chai red ~; rJ~e~t~ ngs were ca l1ed by the Oak I ~~~ ;~~~rance 
they should put out a model ~o earns .. It was decided that to ethe ce 
prodUction of the Model Burgl de· s The!r conferences resu1ted rn th r 

!~C~~ilff~m~~i~ ~~~tn~~~ldI~e~~g~:::~;i~:~g:;if~~;:~O~~~ev~~~It~~~~~;~ 
. . was an 

f S~nce then, that code was work d . 
ew thlngs Were changed in the fe on and 1mproved here at LEAA A 

T~;~~~e~~~~s h~~ ~h{sb~~~e~vailabf; g~~~~~ aje~hi~~ ~~~en~~v~t:;~~a~~"~n the 
If codes are written it is " 

~~S~~e on performance. Kn~wi ng ab~~t f~~~e f~~l ~ ng th~t they shoul d be 
should :~ture, I would hate to see them preclU~edtClngS that are coming 
commissi so~e means for constant review of the e dY a COde. There 

on s ould be set up for this purpose. co e. A board or 
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A bill was signed in the early part of 1971 which gives the 
California Attorney General the power to set up regulations concerning 
business security on all buildings in the state. The preamble states 
the reasons for and the intent of the law: 

liThe Department of Jus ti ce shall encourage the use of technology 
in the prevention of crime, and to this end it shall develop for 
recommendation to the legislature and thereafter continually review 
building security standards. In carrying out these duties, the 
department shall consult with the Office of Architecture and Construction 
of the Department of General Services and shall, but is not limited to: 

11(1) Develop standards for a statewide building security code 
designed to prevent or reduce the like1ihood of burglary or robbery in 
any building, including new single family residences, apartments, public
owned buil di ngs, and corrmerci ali ndus tri a 1 bu"j 1 di ngs , 

"(2) Develop means for testing and certifying the equipment and 
the materials designed to prevent or reduce the likelihood of burglary 
or robbery in such buildings, . 

"In carrying out his duties pursuant to subdivision (A), the 
Department shall seek the advice of state fire marshals to insure that 
fire and life safety standards are not impaired, and 'shall consult with 
the Office of Architecture and Construction regarding state building 
s tanda rds . II 

Another thing that should be brought out is that in the field of 
alarms there have been ordinances written separately from security codes. 
They are a part of security and should be contained in the security code. 

The teleohone dialer has been one problem in particular, where there are 
a lot of false alarms. They have tied up emergency numbers in law enforcemeni 
agencies, So some states have immediately passed an ordinance outlawing 
them completely. Others like Los Angeles said that you cannot use them 
unless you get written permission from the owner of the telephone number 
you are calling. It is a way around, but it does not preclude the use 
of them. 

Because of the false alarms and because of the installation of these 
particular types, alarm standards have come along a little faster perhaps, 
being set up to limit the ordinances that are being passed on alarms. Some 
of these are good and some of them are bad, Some of them have practically 
put the alarm industry out of business in Philadelphia and Washington. 
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My feeling is that securit 
be on a performance basis and s~ocodes ~are excellent. They should 
1~ not preclude ?ny future items ~~~ ~t ~a~efUl1y.written so that they 

.e shOUld be bu,lt in some wa s c m'g t poss,bly be of service 
wlthout going through cit y.o that they can be constantl d' 
a particular board that i~ ~~~ncl1s or 9?vernment agencies O~h~~ tahted 

up to rev,ew them. ' an 
Perhaps this should be done b . 

Fire Prevention ASSOCiation's 11'f Y ,ndustry itself, such as the Nat1' 1 e safety code. Dna 
I wou1d hope that th F d ' 

would bring industry toge~h e etral government would be the agency that 
er 0 accomplish this. 
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Building Security Codes and Ordinances. Report by: Janelle Blanchard 
for the Project for Security Design, 
Institute of Planning and Housing~ 
New York University 

We have been conducting a qeneral survey of building code 
orovi si ons regc,rdi ng security. We have found that there are a few 
such provisions that have been enacted--but very few. There are 
a few more that have been nroposed at this pOint. There is the 
California bill which was the first of its kind to authorize money
$40,OOO~ I believe-to their Justice Department to begin looking into 
the building security code area. But so far very little has been 
accomplished. 

What is especially interesting ;s that the four nationwide 
model building codes which are used by a large number of muncipalities 
throughout the count:y have no provisions at all relating to building 
security --not even the simple requirement of a lock on the entrance 
door of a dwelling. 

I think it is necessary to briefly consider why the situation 
is as it is~ and why there has been no consideration of security up 
until this point. There seems to be an easy historical explanation. 
The traditional aim of building codes was to protect the health and 
safety of residents--requirements that pertained to structural 
soundness, fire protection, and prevention of health hazards. Building 
securi ty,--the protect; on of people and property in buil di ngs--was not 
encompassed within this health and safety concept. This was because 
crime was not a pressing problem when most building codes were first 
developed. 

In the present context~ there is no doubt that protection of 
persons and property against the criminal in residential buildings 
is a necessary part of assuring the health and safety of building 
residents. There are dual factors involved: first~ the physical 
safety of indiViduals, and second, the psychological health and well
being which can only come from a reduction of the current pervasive 
feeling of r.ear against crime. 

The major considerations regarding building security provisions 
va~~ depending upon the kind of building involved. Cons'derations 
are different for commercial buildings than for residential buildings. 
With respect to comnercial buildings, the orientation is mainly to 
the protection of property during non-business hours--burglary prevention. 
This area has been discussed already by other panelists. 
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Wh~n one conSiders reSidential b' , 
protect10n of people as well ~s Ul1dlngs~ the concern must be th 
an9 night. Within the reS'ide~tiP7operty~ and ~t all hours of the daye 
prlva~e dwellings, which are USU:ll area there 15 the distinction between 
dwe111ngs. The private home is h Y one and two fami1y~ and multip1e 
entran~es. Protection is mostl arder t? secure because it has more 
somethl ng that I wi 11 not g . { a questlon of hardware whi ch is 
much better able to speak t~ ~~eo. There are other peo~le here Who are 
be us~d. Another important facto~a~l o~~ types of. hardware that caY} 
f~1~ht1vel~ free to install various ~~rdwat tdhe pnva~e home owner is 

e cnme problem seems im . , . are eVlces If he so choose'" 
protect himself and the;eby r~dortanht~enough, he is in a Position to~j 

I;;; Llce IS fears. 
The area that I wnuld 1 'k ' . 

~ultiple dwellings. I thin,,\;e.to,aea1 w1th mainly is that of 
lmportant role in bui1ding sec~~J~yln~ c~hd~s can piay an espec'ially 
reasons. . 1n 1S area for a number of 

Fi rs t of a 11, norma 11 a 1 . 
than private ownership of ~ bUi'~~~lOr?-t~nant relationship rather 
as free to act to protect thems 1 Ing ~s lnvo~ve~. Tenants are not 
pe~haps put a better or an e ves 10 a bu!ldlng. They could 
t
h
h1ng, there is less incentf~!~a·iQ~k on thel~ c1oQr~ but for one 

t ey are investing. ' 1· 1S not then' bunding in which 

,Also relevant is the abil-jt, .. 
~~~i~~come tenants in both PUb1i~ h~u;~~~n~$dto pay fot, security device~. 
they ~~~s m~;~ ;~~ i~a~! ~f ~~ n to. in\'e~t 1 n ;~cu~r~~a~:~~\V~~~~d;h~ ow~~ ncome 
gr?bl~m and where this hardwa~el~ bUlldlngs wher~ cr'~me is a majt1; 
Ulldlngs often already have doorS necessa~y. Hlgh-lnCome apartment 

~;~~re~~ans of regulating iJUi1dingg~~~~~~c~~ter~~m s*stems~ and various 
! . are solved without governmental man~ate.ere ore, their protection 

~nother conSideration wh~ h' , 
{~~~;~~~ f\ the public areas. ~~ t~! ~~~i~~n;~ m~!;~ple dwellings is the 
wo ld a enants can exerClse 1ittle'f 1 regard to these areas 
ar~as ~~S~~~p!~na~ts. that 1 andl ords mu;t \r~~r de C~~~~~~t' Code requi rements 

sa 12 ror tenants' power1essness. 10n over these I 
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When one talks about multiple dwellings, much more than commercial 
or private residential buildings, the crime problem is not limited to 
burglary. The biggest problems--the one5 that generate the greatest 
fear--are crimes against people: robbery, assault, rape. The 
traditional building code, although it does not encompass the security 
area, is devoted basically to the protection of people more than of 
property. In this light, the question of security in multiple dwellings 
is perhaps the most appropriate building security problem to be met by 
building codes. I do not mean to imply from this that security provisions 
for commercial or for private residential dwellings are not also an 
appropriate part of building codes, merely that multiple dwellings i'\re 
likely the best place to begin to tackle the building security problem. 

There currently is some disagreement among people that are 
considering security code provisions as to whether or not they are an 
appropriate part of a building code, or whether they might pos5ibly 
be better placed in a separate code. Also related to this is the 
question of who is to enforce these provisions: whether the job should 
fall to the building department which has traditionally enforced 
buildi ng code provisions, or whether ,the police depar'tment should 
instead become more involved. Although in some cases police involvement 
has hastened action in the building security field, I think that on 
a long term basis it would be far more effective to include security 
within building code provisions, Not only is it more efficient to have 
all building inspections conducted by the same governmental unit, but 
also installation and maintenance of building security measures should 
come to be accepted as an integral aspect of building safety rather 
than as a separate, police-related function. 

The most common requirement in the various residential building 
security codes that have been enacted so far is a lock on the door of 
the individual unit within a multiple dwelling. This requirement 
has been stated various ways, from just describing a type of lock to 
specifyi ng the amount of throw i nvol ved and var; oUS other hardware 
considerations, 

What is needed to meet the resident; a 1 secur; ty pr'ob 1 em in 
multiple dwellings is not merely lock requirements for entrances but an 
entire system of security provisions which can protect persons and 
property and which cover not only individual units but the common areas 
of the building as well. Such a system would include, for example, locks 
on the common doors to the buil di ng, an ; ntercom system from the ma; n 
door to the tenants' units which can control who enters thle building, 

design of hallways to prevent bl' d strategic placement of mirrors s~nt turns or hidden areas, the 
the~ ~nter them, and sufficient l' ~~~ te~ants can see areas before 
addltlon, of course are the .1g 1ng 1n common areas In oth~r people invest~d A ~omvarl0us .hardware devices in'which 
would greatly help to'allay th~e~enslve building security system now. ears of people that are so prevalent 

The fire problem which was . ' concept of a securi ty sys tem Mment1 ?ned before is relevant to the 
great~r Dr a ~esser degree d~let:~~ flre code pr?vis;ons are to a 
secur1ty. ThlS is especially tru ?US t~ ~he malntenance of building 
greater the requirement number e 1n mu t1ple dwellings, The 
to prevent intrusions by unw~nt~~ ~~~n~dof egres~, ~he harder it is 
that nec~s~ary fire protection 5 51 ers. ThlS:S not to suggest 
our ~rel1mlnary investigations .hould be.ne~lected 1n any way. But 
~ouslng Authority indicate thatl~hth~ b~~ldlngS of the New York City 
1S much greater than the incidencee 1nCl ence o! ~rime against persons 
though the balancing of fire and of ~ersonal.l~JUry from fire. Even 
necessary, such statistics indo ~ecuhlty prov1s10ns i5 certainly -
great consideration to securitlC~ e t at the time has come to give 
has been the case up until now~ ather than no consideration, which 

~tairway areas, which are rt dwel!lng, are illustrative of tha f. Of the c9mmon areas of a multiple 
requlrements for stairwa d e. lre-securn:y balancing issue L k' 
requirements in that so~ f;~~s m~ght dir!ctly conflict with fi;e oc ,ng 
~e openable from both direction~o e~ requl~e ~hat doors to stairways 
1n security terms to have sta; ,w /reas lt 1S much more effective 
~~~e~n~:r frt~m the hallway int~~~e ~~~~~~~~e~uotne way so that people 1rec 10n. cannot return in the 

. Much study is need to det' "" ~eqUlres.current code prOViSiO~;m'~~ iO w~a, extent fire protection 
m~i~e~ur'ty con~ide:ations witho~t sac~i~i~;n~X~!nt they ca~ give way 
. .ssue, aga1n, 1S the fact th t b h . lre protect10n. The 
:" th1S .context are looking to tha o~ s~curlty and fil'e prOVisions 
1S no~ ~ust a people versus ro e pro ectlon of people. Therefore, it 
o~errldlng people-oriented p perty balance. By emphasizing this 
flre protection should be m~~nce~~i.those traditionally involved with 
well. e Wl lng to embrace security concerns as 
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To complete an examination of possible security code prov1s1ons, 
it is necessary to consider what security measures are appropriate to 
be put into a building code. The fact that different provisions are 
necessary for commercial buildings, individual residences, and multiple 
dwellings should not be any bar. The few current codes that cover all 
of these areas merely have separate sections for the separate types 
of b u i 1 ding s . 

The four basic nationwide codes that I mentioned before have 
provisions which have selective applicability--which can be enacted 
in certain areas when necessary and not in other areas. This is 
because some building construction considerations differ in different 
parts of the country. For example, in California there are earthquake 
problems which don1t exist in other parts of the country. In other 
areas there are hurricanes and other weather variations. Thus, it is 
not a problem at all to put something into a model code which will not 
apply over the entire country but which is avaflable so that a particular 
municipality, if it adopts a model code, can select the parts that are 
applicable to its needs. 

In establishing a model security code, a very important 
conSideration is that of uniformity. As building construction 
becomes more industrialized--the current modular building trend--
it becomes very important for builders to be able to develop a building 
design which can be marketed throughout a wide area. The need for 
wide marketability is hampered by the variation of local building codes 
within a possible marketing region, for it is often difficult to know, 
let alone satisfy, all the requirements which might be involved. 

In considering a new subject matter area which is still largely 
untouched by building codes, a goal should be to encourage building 
securi ty provi s ions on a uniform bas i s and thus avoi d the. di vers ity 
problem which already plagues building codes. A well-written model 
code is a way in which to promote the fastest possible acceptance of 
building security provisions and at the same time to achieve maximum 
uniformity. Such a code should not only be made availab"le for 
adoption by local jurisdictions but should also be presented to the 
four established model code groups in the hope of gaining their 
acceptance. The magnitude of the current crime problem in residential 
buildings calls for fast action. 
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Address by: 
Small Business Securit~ 
Verne A. Bunn, Deputy thief P 
Assistance, Region VII, Kan~asro~uremeryt and,Management 
Small Business Administration C1ty, Mlssourl, 

For those of you who might t b . 
played by the Small Business Adm~lo, t e q~1te familiar with the role 
t? provide financial and managem~g~s ra~10n: very briefly, it is 
klnds and types. asslstance to small firms of all 

There has never been anyth" 'd . 
in business. On the other hand 1nf sal ln our ma~dat~ about crime 
matter of bUSiness management a~d ~omfouf sctandPolnt lt represents a 
responsibility to try to do someth,e e~ a! least ~ do).a sense of 
terms, my job is to hel s ~ng a out It. In ltS slmplest 
make no distinction as ~o :~~1 buslnesses managerially. I try to 
insofar as they are deSigned ~ repr~setnts problems of m,lnagement 
community. ' ~o aSS1S somehow the smQl"J bUSiness 

Although there have never b \ ." 
authenticate it there is st een.any statlst1cs developed to 
c~uses of busin~ss failure a~~n~teV1dfnce tO,suggest that many of the 
klnd of crime I am talkin abo rong y ~ttrlbutable to crime. The 
been discussed to a largegexte~~' ~~r~).ls not. concerned with What has 
?ut. We are equally concerned with ~ :s, trY1ng to keep the intruder 
1S trying to get inside the premis ~Ylng to ~eep"the individual who 
9urg1a:y. So, we are concerned Wi~~ br~~ ~e~tlng In to commit 
1n buslness. 0 1n ernal and external security 

I ~'Ji 11 quote you some f' " 
will tend to reflect the awe~~~~es a l1ttl~ later on that I think 
0ryly concerned with robber and gess of thlS problem. We are not 
wlth the problem of the in{ 't urglary, but we are also concerned 
most bUSinesses __ and artf~rl y of emp1oyees,and ~ith the fact that 
and retail and service ~tore ularly thr marketlng klnd of enterprise 
kind of crime against ro er -- are vu nerab1e to just about every , 
are not protectable inPth~ s!~s!h~~aiowUeCtOUllkd dimabgine. Many of which 

a e a out here. 
I am not a research anal t I 

Simply an individual who se ys. am not a criminologist. I am 
years in the small busi as a pr?b1em,that has been growinq for 
bein1'91 app~ied, no matte~e~~a~o~~~n~~{e~~t~~9u~tabgreat dea~ of effort 
sma buslnessman somehow Of b " e, to asslst the 
at least giving him some gU~de~f~esYt~!~Ph~n~a~h~s~~Oblem, then by 
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We do not talk about crime prevention. My approach may be a 
little different than yours, because I do not think prevention is 
anything we can really discuss in the area we are talking about. 
We cannot prevent it. We are primarily concerned with crime control 
through. those types of things that would help the small businessman 
somehow do a little better job with what he has got. We help in this 
in terms of training. This is one way we feel that we can generhte 
at least some reasonable degree of community involvement. 

Within the past three years, I have personally taken part in 
roughly sixty-two training progra' s. I estimate that we have been 
in contact with something in excess of 5,000 business people. 

Most of these are owners and managers of small local independent 

businesses. 
We are not trying to sell them a large bill of gords on security 

techniques. We are simply trying to acquaint the individual with the 
nature of the problem that he faces and hopefully generate some degree 
of motivation on his part so that he will take action by himself. 
I certainly do not have the time to engage in research or much in 
the way of follow up. All we can do is try to implant the desire in 
the individual's mind to improve his operation, give him some guide
lines to go on, offer anything in the way of additional assistance, 
tie him in with his local law enforcement department and hope for the 

best. 
It is not a very good way, but it is all we have got to work with. 

And perhaps in the long run if enough of this is done, it can make 

some. advances. 
So far this year, beginning in September, I have fourteen such 

programs already scheduled. I have no idea how many more we will be 
asked to conduct because problems of thi s type become more common 
place as we get into the latter part of the selling year. This is 
especially true in retail businesses. 

I suspect over the years I have investigated the premises of 
severa1 hundred sma1l businesses, retail stores, manufacturing plants, 
simply from a rather eyeball point of view of what can be done about 

security. 
The unfortunate part of business crime is, we have so little 

to go on in terms of quantitative information. Most of the crimes, 
of course, that have happened, we do not know anything about. We 
can only estimate. 

Because of this, four years h at the request of the Senate wasagoktde Small Business Administration 
the economi c impact of crime' 1')' b a~ e to conduct a year's study on ' 

"

n th' f ,1 USlness Becaus I h db' 1S rom a fleld point of . f' e a een lnvolved 
take part in that study of cri~~ew I~r a yea)~ or two, I was asked to . was a rather primitive effort 

There is certainly some que t' . 
study simply because we had to dS :~n ~o the credibility of this 
hand and a very limited budget. 0 1 wlth what resources we had on 

It was a judgment stud All peo~1e who really did not k~~w the wetcould do wa~ to have business 
the1r operations, give at least s ex.e~~ of , the lmpact of crime on , ' ome 1 n 1 catl0n as to the nature of it. 

I w111 only give just 0 t' ' thro~gh that study. It was ~~t?r tWO lnstances of what we found out 
the lmpact of crime on busines 1maued that for that particular year 
of three billion dollars, Whic~ ~mo~nt~d to s~mething in the nature' 
a~ou~ $958 million, vandalism at $0 e ~wn,thls way:, Burglary at 
m:1l:on, employee theft at $381 mi~~~ m11l10n, shopllfting at $504 
m11110n, and robbery at the b lon, fraudulent checks at $316 very ottom at $77 million. 

I feel now as I felt wh th gtoss underestimate of-the m~ngnitedstufdY was published: it ;"as a u e 0 the problem. 

Number one, most crimes in busines . 
If we are tal king about robbery or bu ~ go Unnot1 ced and unreported. 
agency is brought into it and h rg ary, where the law enforcement 
have some ~easure of its ~ature~ e~e records are m~intained then we 
employee p11ferage, fraudulent Chec~t mostdoi~er klnds of crimes --
of those types __ are seldom if s, van a 15m, shoplifting, crimes 
because merchants h~ve a rather ev~r caugh~ in the process or reported 
endeavor. unlque attltude towards this kind of 

. In the second place, most mer h t unw:lling to admit to their 1 c an ,s are to a very large extent 
go ln~o a t~pical retail stor~S!~~'as~fthas a researcher, I w~re to 
experlence ln crimes of certain t I em what has been thelr 
my own mind if they are oin y~es, could not really be sure in' 
this is one of the probl~ms ;ft~ 91 ye me valuable information. Maybe 
He has difficulty in admitting thet~nd~pendent small businessman. . a e lnternal weakness of his operation. 

On the other hand, most b ' , . legal action any way. It is aUslnesses are.unw1ll1ng to take formal 
~mall bUSiness, even in dealing c~~'~n l~ract}ce for a retail or other 
o take th.e easy way out __ the w en orcement people, fa want 
~ases because of the time dnd t(,ed~o~~~ wa~~ todget involved in court 
1nvolved period. All the ' " ey 0 not want to get 
back with the least amounl ~~n~f~~r~h~~rt~~~~yp~~t~heir merchandise 
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The Senate-SBA study has been widely accepted and widely quoted 
because at that point at least it was an endeavor to gi.ve some dimension 
to the nature of the crime. The most important part of it was that it 
did show trends. 

It tended to endorse certain things we felt were true, not so 
much the figures themselves, but the nature of the crimes. 

It might be well if I were to identify for you what we call a 
small business because I think there may be some confusion in people's 
minds, at least from our agency standpoint what we are talking about. 

Small or large I guess depends on your point of view. For 
practical purposes, a retail service busine3s which does less than a 
million dol1ars a year by our standards is termed a small operation; 
for wholesale businesses, five million dollars or less. For a manu
facturing type of enterprise, we change the denomination and refer to 
them in terms of employees, two hundred and fifty employees or less. 

Now, by those ter.ms, about 95% of all businesses are small, in 
actual numbers of units. So while their impact perhaps might be less 
than we might consider, based on their number only, they do represent 
a rather si gni fi cant impact on our economy. 

This year, the Department of Commerce, for reasons I don't 
exactly understand, decided to do a separate study on their own. It 
was not original research; it was simply a compilation of work done 
earlier by us and some others, perhaps in an attempt to refocus 
attention on the growing problem of crime in industry. 

I will cite just some of the general aspects of it because like 
the earlier study, I cannot authenticate it. I cannot be sure, nor 
can anyone else, about the reliability of information of this type 
drawn from other sources, but at least it does give us another 
indication. 

Their report suggests that the total cost of crime in business 
is sixteen billion dollars. That is roughly five times greater than 
it was when we did our study. And even if you account for normal 
increases in crime, certainly it has to be three or four times greater, 
neverthe 1 ess. We broke ours down by type of cri me, they break it 
down by type of industry: retail business, 4.8 billion dollars; 
manufactudng, 1.8 billion dollars; wholesalillg, 1.4 billion dol1a,'s; 
service enterprises, hotels, motels, and educational institutions 
approximately, two billion dollars. 
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The transportation industr 
hijacking, lost about 1.5 billi~~ ~e~~rally from ~ockside to vehicular 
lost about 3.3 billion dollars and ~hi:rs. Secur1~Y protection 
hardware as wen as the employment of of co~rse 1ncludes an categories; 
internally and externally. professlonal protective service, 

And other aspects of industry, about 1.2 bi 11 i d . 
~~~g~~a~~~;r~he entire category from security theft~~ e~~~~;~~m~~~~h 

I have tal ked to other peopl . th' . 
ment individuals and others The~ ~nlS held and to police depart
figures are underestimated by prob b~ve tSU91gested that even these 

a y a east twenty percent. 
What I am suggesting to you is th . 

as we def~ne it here, probably runs asa~.t~e lmpact on ~rime.in business, 
dollars, lf we consider crime and th 19 as twenty-flVe blllion 
it. It has been suggested that· e atter:,pt to protect oursel ves against 
cost of crimes runs as high as f~n a certalh type of enterprise, the 
of that enterpri se. In the retai {e /ercen~ Of the gross revenue 
mate!y two percent of the cost of me;e~d'd~t 1S suggested that approxi
attnbuted to the crime factor alone. c an lse consumers buy is 

It is suggested that the cost f· . 
the ten year period 1960-19io . 0 crlmes agalnst property during 
this includes both ;esidential~a~~c[ea~ed one hundred eighty percent, 
way to separate them. )USlness because there is no real 

I am more concerned of cou . th . 
small business communit and rse w: the lmpact of this on the 
man suffers to a much g~~ater !~~;~t 1S ~o doubt t0at the small business-
particular, in the retail kind .?r Dne th~ng he is, in 
much greater variety of crimes. Of operatlon. He 1S the victim of a 

. Le~ ~e cite an instance. One f h· . 
1n retal11ng is shoplifting Th. ? t e mo~t lmportant cnme factors 
kind of enterprise. You do'not }fn~s.~o~ethlng that ~s common to this 
d~ not find it appreciably in servicelin~~i~a~~facturlng pl~nts. You 
t ~ wholesaling operation, but sho ,. . .u lons. There 1S some in 
~glP of ~h~ general buying public ~ol~~~~gi~St~tP~?duct of the relation-

e prox1m1ty, of course the greater the m s·t' dU 10n. And the closer 
agn1 u e of the problem. 

Based on the study done " b S 
the. figures that were the res ear ~er y BA -- a~d I can only go on 
at~ lndex of one hundred -_ i~~t;~;a~f ;~k~h~h;m~mlpabct 9f crime ?t 
lmes greater. 1 uS1nessman 1S 3.L 
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What I would like to see in the way of research., w.ou'ld be some 
indication as to th.e extent to which crimes against businesses are 
related to business failure. I have no way of knowing. 

Dun and Bradstreet does not break it out this way at all. 
They have a separate category that they call "others" that is 
difficult to define, but a factor that we cannot really set out. 

Perhaps the anomaly of the whole situation is that the cost of 
crime is the cost of doing business. And are \'Ie making quite certain 
that of other measurable costs in the process of pricing merchandise 
and realizing a profit, they have equated crime 
the same way. If the cost of crime is 5%, then like it or not) they 
have to increase their prices by 5% to come out vlith the same general 
profi t margi n. 

As I oftentimes tell people: lIyou may not be very strongly 
motivated as a business person towards this matter, but look at it 
in terms of the impact that you and I are paying for. 11 

And somehow or other it has to come out of there. The business
man is not going to sit sti11 for it, so he has to somehow bury it 
in the pri ces of the merchanrli se that you and I pay for. 

Let me speak just briefly to the ins and outs of problems in 
trying to control crime in small business. First and foremost is a 
lack of conviction and motivation. Now, we can talk about the importance 
of law enforcerrent agencies, et cetera, in the general public domain. 
In the private sector, in the business enterprise system, this is a 
management responsibility. 

They may look to their police, of course, in a very proper way 
at certain times. But it is a management problem. 

Another matter, of course, is the lack of the effect of crime 
on their business. They simply do not know what ;s going on. 

I have over the years investigated the laws in all fifty states 
on what we commonly refer to as the Merchants Protective Act. You 
very commonly hear retai 1 stores say that thev do not want to do anvthi ng 
about it for fear of the suit for false arrest. Roughly forty of the 
fifty states at this point in time have something in the way of a law 
that proiides for the merchant's protection against this type of a matter. 

The laws vary considerably of course from state to state, but 
the general intent is there in which it says that you as a businessman 
or your associates and agents have the authority to detain an individual 
in a reasonable manner for a reasonable period of time if you have 
reason to believe that Ute individual has taken something of value 
without the intention of paying for it. And you are not subject to 
false arrest. 
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Out of the 5,000 people that I h percent are even aware of the exi ave talked to, not more than one 
that give them this righ.t They ftence of those laws in their states 
even know it existed. . ,lave never read it, they did not 

Another very serious probl . is that there is little or no ,em, and,thls one we have got into 
businessman. Thi s certainly i ~nfo~m~tl on . o~ trai ni ng for the sm~ll 
agencies. Their hands are well ~?1l0 d c~ltlcize the law enforcement 

1 e wlth other problems. 

. . This is a management responsibil' , lndlvldual businessman and his 1 lty. It lS the need of the 
fortunately, he does not know w~m~ oyees to know what to do. Un
him to do and this is absolutelyano~~·dO sOAhe does what you expect 
progressively worse. lng. nd the problem gets . 

We try to become a d' , of individuals; sin 1 ~ssemlnat~r of information and a motivator 
thing about the pro5l~m~nOfcothl~ecttlVelY, we need to try to do some-1S ype. 

Another problem is the spr d f h sma 11 er community whether it; ea 0 ttl e~e types of cri me into the 
be true in a subu~ban area, '0(' ~h:t~! e·i,!e c?mmunity, such as would 
of the market center let's say in r'd 1~ slmply a modern version 
?f thi~ t~p~ are no ionger a pr~ble~ ~~el~~lnan~~~ rural area. Problems 
1S an lnsld,ous vice that has worked 't gedCl les per se. Crime 
enterprise in the smallest community.' s way own to the smallest 

, The diffi cul ty of course is th t " 1n small towns. Now, I spend alta /~~Ur1~y 1S virtually non-existent 
work that I do. I have learned 0 0 lme 1n small communities in the 
run into anything that represent~O ~c~ep~ as a ~asic.premise that if I 
because most of them really do notmk,nlma hsecurlty, 1t is a rarity now w at to do. 

I would also like to k " located in a high crime'ar~: e ~tS~:c1al ~as~ where the business is 
enterprise, the Small B s. . . :~.mystlfYlng to me that in our 
economic opportunity lO~ lness Aultrlnlstration, that we ca1l the 
where alm?st invariably ~h~~o~~~:;p~~seng~~r ~n a busine~s enterprise 
extreme hlgh crime incidence. e W1 e located 1n an area of 

The individual for all t' 1 anything in the way of adequp~aC,lca purposes is unable to obtain 
And even there this is a e lnsurance for burglary or robbery 
theft that do not fall ~ot great because most of his problems are' 
employee pilferage and ~~e~~a~/at~~ory anYlho,,~. They result from om e peop e 'n that community. 



" : I have advocated for a long time in our agency that before an 
individual is considered eligible for a loan~ that he must be able to 
demonstrate minimum security on the premise. So far I have had no 
takers. Maybe something could be done here to motivate our agency 
properly in that respect. 

I am not talking about sophisticated deVices. But the very 
weaknesses that have been discussed here are almost an absolute 
fact of existence in most businesses that one goes into. And yet 
here we are attempting to encourage individuals to go into business 
in a situation which almost predicts failure. Lord knows a guy has 
a tough enough time just being a solid business manager~ without 

being confronted by these kinds of problems over which he has little 
control and very little knowledge. And I think that this is something 
that needs to be done. 

Let me speak just briefly to the inadequacy of the law enforce
ment agencies to cope with the problem. Let me also say this is not 
intended to be a criticism. 

Surely when there are thousands and thousands of small businesses 
in every major metropolitan area~ and with the awesome weight of 
responsibility placed on the Metropolitan Police Department for all 
kinds of situations, it hardly seems fair to criticize the law enforce
ment agency for inadequate protection, if you will. For one thing it 
is not their problem -- it is the businessmanls problem. This;s as 
true in urban areas as it is in suburban areas and rural areas. 

I have already mentioned some of the reasons of course why this 
is true. The small businessman generally is unwilling to press formal 
charges. He wants the police department to do it for him, or the 
prosecuting attorney. 

He is unwilling to take bad check cases to court. All he wants 
is for the prosecuting attorney's office to be a collection agency 
for him. 

The same thing is true with merchandise that has been stolen and 
recovered. Yet the demands placed on the 1 aw enforcement agenci es and 
prosecuting attorney offices is totally unreasonable in most cases. 
The guy just simply does not do what he is supposed to, and looks to 
others a s a means of protecti on. 

For all practical purposes, a law enforcement agency can not get 
involved anyway, until such times as a formal request is made or a com
plaint is signed. 
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street went around at night with a f~m~~~~y~ that the cop on the 
It might have been a good idea in t' a ..... 191t and shook every door. 
now -- especially in the maJ'or metro,mpOes1.past. But we are beyond that ll,.an areas. 

We might look at other deVices h 
enforcement agency is concerned thi p~r aps. B~t as far as a 1 aw 
But it is their job to aSsist S lS not thelr responsibility, 
advise. This is their kind of r~~~~ns~~~~~tbe there to consult and 
determine what must be done on a b ~, 1 'bY ' B~t they are not to 

, USlness y buslness basis. 
The inadequacy of records and t 

is another major problem. Most bus~YS ems of rec?rds in business 
do not really know what is missin n~ss~s, even lf they are bur~larized, 
what kind of shortage has taken p~. os of them can not ascertain 
They know thei r merchandi se but th!yce d no mtatkter what tllei r. na~ure. 

o no now what lS mlss1ng. 
I have no idea in how many cas 'd' 'd 

and said: "I don't understand it e~ 1n lV: uals , ,ve come to me 
making less profits." "And yet ~ r m se1117g more merchandise but 
And I can, almost by intuition slY costs don t seem to be out of line. II 

losing merchandise through theft ug§e~th that the fellow probably is 
This is not only true for r " ~ e really does not know it. 
but also for the manufactur~~galpll~nUtslntehsseshanld service institutions~ 

, e w 0 esaler, whoever. 
Most small businesses use littl 'f ' 

security particu1arly. F~r another eh 1 an~ secUrlty .. - professional 
ware items such as, anti-theft mi ,~e ~ay ave a few security hard-
television camera that is ' rror';) , or example, 01" a fake 
anyway. They read the trad~lj~~~ns~ot~edtand known by good theives 
I assure you. a s JUS as well as anybody else 

Small businesses do not general 1 h ' 
Large,businesses employ their own peo~leaveT~n l~ternal ~ecurity system. 
seCUrlty and have trained i d' 'd 1 . ey ave a d1rector of 
matters of this type. n lVl ua s permanently employed to deal with 

The small firm cannot and do t h 
to depend on incidental means es no ave these resources. He has 
as much as Possible. And most o~et~eurns, Of,codurse~ to physical items 

se are lna equately used. 
Most anti-theft mirrors th t I h 1 

not placed right and do not do !n adeqa~:t O?k~d aTthin operatio~ are 
has a false sense f " e JO. e small buslness 
they are ineffectiv~. secunty 1n terms of their actual use because 

. . 
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This is our task -- to create a sense of public involvement. 
To get business people to singly and collectively try to do some
thing with the problem. We do it through publications. live listed 
about six or seven of the standard publications that SBA makes avail
able. We give those out by the tens of thousands. 

We offer training sessions to individuals and to companies. 
If a large enterprise wants a hundred or two hundred or five hundred 
of this publication, we will make it available. 

We have a series of films that have been developed by thE.' small 
business administration that zero in on certain types of crimes. We 
do this of course primarily through our training and education, to 
create a sense of awareness, to bring people together, to give them 
the chance to ask questions if they will, but invariably they will 
not, unfortunately. 

This is our endeaver. That is an edict on the part of the small 
business administration, self-induced -- to try to get into the main
stream of the small business economy and cause something to happen. 

I can only respond to it in the sense that we are asked continuously 
to conduct programs of thi s type. I someti mes have the feel ing however 
that people come to us out of curiousity as much as a sense of urgency -
especially in some of the smaller communities -- but that is all right. 

If out of fifty people that attend one of our programs, five of 
them find a way of tightening up their security, those are five that 
did not have it before we came into that town. And if the rest of them 
got a little enjoyment out of it~ that is great because at least 
they have been made aware of the fact that \ve are, concerned and trying 
to do something about it. 

But certainly we are not alone in it -- merchants I associations, 
trade groups, and chambers of commerce contribute through their 
collective efforts. 

We try to reach into other groups. I have a colored sign called 
"teenagers beware," which attempts to bring to the junior citizen an 
awareness of his responsibility and the futility of engaging in activities 
of this type. 

We have conducted dozens and dozens of seminars, talk sessions, 
in high schools, before groups of boy scouts and girl scouts, through 
churches, through merchants I institutions and so forth -- to at least 
try to make the young people aware of their responsibility. I do not 
know how much good it does. I have never seen any research done on it. 
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But this again is a matter of total bl' " 
men have to subscribe to this Th p~ lC lnvolvement. The business-
through their own resources.. 'It i~Ya ave to agree to make it available 
I am really concerned wi th here. means to an end. And that is all 

Others of course do get invol d'" , 
private security businesses ~e In ~t: pO~lce departments; 
of interest; educational in~t~~rt~lnly, ~lth th~lr own,special type 
or most of the work that we do ~~l~~S'tel~h~r wlth thelr own students 
co-sponsorship with educational instrtu~~~~~~g program, done in 

to im~~~~es~~~ef~~~~so~ns~~~r~~~~ as to What we think might be done 

cOdes~umber one on my list is the establishment of security building 

syste~~~ber two; the availability of some ~ffective low cost alarm 

Then there is the availabilit f ' 
departments. If I were a sm 11 b y,D secur1ty consultants in police 
come in and investi ate a. USlnessman I wo~ld want someone to 
just perimeter secu~i ty, mbu~r~~~~~~a frol amYOautsescur1 t~tstandPoi nt -- not 

ecurl y as well. 

. We need technical help. So does everyone else who is trying to 
asslst the small businessman in the sense that I have defined it"here. 
to try to somehow or other stem this problem. J 

Any suggestions you have, believe me, we will take back and 
try to see if ~Je can not use them in our operation. 
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Identification of Personal Propert,y. Address by: Hollis DeVines, Director of 
Schlage Security Institute, Schlage 
Lock Company 

I am going to talk about identification of personal property -- or 
"Operati on I denti fi ca ti on . II Fi rs t s ta rted in 1963, it was the idea of 
the Chief of Police of Monterey Park, California. It operates with a 
very simple device -- identification by driver's license number. 

In the State of California, your driverls license number stays with 
you for life. This number assigned to you goes into a computer at the 
Department of Motor Vehciles at Sacramento and is readily available to 
law enforcement agencies for identification. 

Similarly, your car license can be quickly verified. For example, 
should you break a traffic law and be spotted by a policemen, you will 
probably drive another four or five blocks before he catches up to you. 
In that brief period, he will pick up his mike and ask for a "make" on 
your registration .... The dispatcher will run your tag number into 
the computer and within 30 seconds the officer will be supplied with the 
name of the owner of the car, his address, the make of the car, whether 
there are any outs tandi ng warrants, and other perti nent i nformati on. 
This routine has helped to save many lives as the information could be: 
"Sto1en -- driver suspect is armed -- approach with caution. II 

The speed of providing this type of information is, of course, 
duplicated with the use of a driverls license .... In addition to 
i dentifyi ng a person, it now becomes an i rrevocab 1 e means for 
identifying personal property when engraved on household items of value. 

When first put into operation in Monterey Park, the Exchange Club 
initiated the purchase of electric engravers, which they supplied to tre 
Police Department. In turn, this equipment was loaned to residents with 
instructions for marking household items with driverls license numbers. 
Then with the return of the engraver, each resident completed a record 
form and was supplied with a decal to place on a window, stating that Iiall 
items of value are identified and registered. II 

I first met the Chief of Police of Monterey Park in 1968. At that 
time, he had some 1,000 residents who had marked their property on a voluntary 
basis, and he was particularly pleased that within a four-year period only 
one burglary had been reported in the registered group. 
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To date, more than half of thA 11 oeo . 
property. Those who have not co -.' resldents have marked their 
The registered group has reporte~P~~~~ ~~v~ re~or~ed some 2100 burglaries. 
"Operation Identificati II h urg anes .... In other words 
"too hot to handle. II N~nllfe~~e~:a~flih~ ~suall~ popular "haul" of a burgl~r 
identifiable by means of electr1'cally a e a dP1ece of merchandise that is engrave numbers. 

Burglars, generally do not w t th t' 
home for thei r own use. 'Th~ expec~\ e ma ~r~ a 1 that they take from your 
many cases, to support a drug habi t 0 s~o~~er 1 t to "money ~- ~aybe, in 
of a decal -- that you have ident'f: d d pa~s to advert1se -- by means 

1 1e an reg1stered your property. 
The second city to my knowl d t 

type,iS Ventura, California. I ~r~~id~dsi~rtc~,s~curity ~rogr~m of this 
deta1ls of putting the project int ,e 1e of P?llCe wlth the 
the same -- a tremendous drop in b~rofer~t10n, and, aga1n, the results were 
more cities in 38 states that have i~palr1eSt' d' t'h:Today, there are one or 

emen e 1S program. 
Throughout these many cities tl h b 

burglaries in the a ? 1ere as een a tremendous drop in 
Identification. II A~~f~ ~~e~~er~~~d~n~s ~~ve p~rticiP~te? in IIOperation 
this is an area in which the p'Ubl ~n 1~ at t e publ1C 1S "participating;" 

1C carl operate very effectively. 
I know of several manufactur f 1 ' 

started security programs of thei~r~w~' e ectr~~ e~gr~ving t~ols that have 
Als?, a number of 1 ocksmi ths are marki ~gO~~t ~al s 1ft Operatl on S~feguard. II 

resldents. 1C es 0 value for ne1ghborhood 

I also know of security offi " 
engraving hDusehold item~ Incetrhs rU~tn1nghpr1vate patrols who are 

'11 .~, . .. e Cl y were I live such a patrol 
~~ere~~~~r~O articles for $10, and they charge 50 cents for each article 
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Actually, merchandise has been reco~ered an~, ?ccasionall~) 
returned to t~e owners b~fO~~ theYrkne~ t 1 ~ S w~~gmg~~ ~~~gth~ t' Ph~~~~r~~hs 
item such as Jew1ry -- OY S1 .verwa e, h h 
be taken with a duplicate set for the r 'ice in the event t at t ere 
is a loss. 

Of course the key to this program comes back to the cooperation . 
of the public~ith the police. These suc~es~es show that ~he~ .~publ1c 
is made aware of a good security program 1t 1S generally w1ll1n~ 
to cooperate. 
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Future Research Directions. Report by: Thomas Repetto, Associate Professor, 
John Jay College of the City University of New York 
and Urban Sy~tems Research and Engineering, Inc., 
Institute-HUD Crime In and Around Residence 
Study, Phase I 

I would like to look at the crim~ picture from a rather broad and 
maybe somewhat distant view, given the immediate concerns of the aud'jence. 
Future research directions should build on previous work done in order to 
maintain a momentum and maximize investments ~EAA has made, If we take as 
the ultimate goal the reduction of crime, then, in this context, I think 
we mean by crime the common stranger-to-stranger, predatory crimes whether' 
aga ins t persons or property. ' 

In order to do this we have to reduce either desire, opportunity, or 
both. If we were to attempt to look .at crime ina metropol i tan a\'.=a and 
make a strategic analysis, it could not be done. There is no agency that 
I know of ina metropol i tan area charged with the ove:"a 11 responsi bil ity for 
the control of crime. There are city governments, there are town governments, 
there are state and local criminal justice planning agencies, and there are 
police departments; but none encompasses an entire metropolitan area and 
deals with the total crime control problem. This relates, to some extent, 
to problems in our governmental organization, because city boundaries no 
longer define coherent economic and social areas. 

If we look at optimum crime prevention strategies, I would see them 
as perhaps three~fold. The first is what might be termed the apprehension 
maximizing strategy Llsed by the police and by the criminal justice system-
police) courts, and corrections--ir general. This strategy posits that 
crime is deterred by the fear of apprehension. Many years ago it was 
the fear of puni shment, but today we at'gue that; tis the certa; nty of 
apprehenSion which deters crime. 

Therefore, the police attempt to maximize something they call 
omni presence, that is, to project to the communi ty the sense that the 
police are around every corner, and that they may show up at any time. 
The detective force attempts to aid in this by apprehending offenders 
when crimes occur, thereby adding to the sense of certainty of 
apprehens ion, 
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As we know, this strategy is presently applied in a ~ery loose 
fashion and in very imprecise ways. For exam~le, the P?llC~ often 
lack information about crimes and much of thelr effort 1S dlrected 
toward non-criminal activities that are very important to t~e 
maintenance of public order, but it is not particularly des1gned to deal 
with crime. 

In general, this str3tegy has minimal credibility among th~ of~ender 
population. For instance, it is likelY that only one burglary 1n f1fty 
or sixty results in an arrest. Furthermore, a good many of the people 
arrested are never prosecuted. A good many of tho~e prosecuted are. 
not convicted and many of those convicted are not 1n~arcerat~d. AS1de. 
from this it is not certain to what extent apprehens10n and 1ncarceratlon 
deter crime. 

Taken on its own terms, the apprehension s~rategy does.n?t ap~ea~. 
to work. Indeed if it were to work more effect:vely the crlmlnal .JUS~lce 
sy~tem might become totally overloaded so. that lt could not functlon or 
would have to function at a virtually ludlcrous level. 

At present the criminal justice system avoid~ ~ bre~kdown large~y 
by the process of plea bargaining; that is, bargaln1ng w1th.prosecutlng 
authorities for lesser sentences 1n return for a.plea of ~ullty. If the 
system became overloaded in some areas, e.g. an lncrease ln arrests, plea 
bargaining would be carri~d out to such an extent that we would see t~n 
day sentences for armed robbery--something totally.o~t of all proport:on 
to the magnitude of the offense. Therefore, maxim1z1ng the ~pprehens1on 
strategy in its present form probably would not be a productlve approach. 

A second broad strategy is \',:lat I call opportunity minimiz~ng. We 
have spent ct lot time talking about it at this cnnference .. It 1n~ludes 
target hardening, site inspection, liaison with.builders, a~d de~lgn of 
model security codes. AlSO it includes such th1ngs as work1ng wlth . 
victims and citizen education. Industry has long operated on.the premlse 
that there are accident prone people. We have.re~s?ns to bel1eve that 
there are crime prone individuals. These are lnd1vlduals ~ho, bec~use. 
of their carelessness or because of some deeper psychologlcal motlvatlon, 
are repeatedly victims of crime. 
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Opportunity minimizing would require a more accurate profile 
of criminal behavior. We have for example speculated to some extent 
on what motivates criminals and what deters criminals. How do crimiria1's ' 
tend to attack a particular target? We know very little about the 
criminal population, today, in terms that are useful for the concerns 
we have discussed. 

A.third Possi~le s~rategy is desire minimizing. Desire lessening 
woul~ lnvolve.work1ng wlth offenders. From a logical standpoint and 
loo~lng at th:s ~rom a systems approach, there a lot of crime targets 
ava1lable - m1ll10ns of structures and two hundred million American 
citizens. Luckily, there are a lot fewer offenders. Therefore it 
~ight be more ~roductiv~ to try to work with the smaller population 
lnstead of trY1ng to sareguard every possible target. 

Here we can concentrate on determining at what point offenders 
drop out. We could safely agree that if a typical burglar made forty 
thousand dollars a year in a legitimate occupation, he would not 
burglarize. 

Some of the people we have interviewed in the residential crime 
proj~ct are skilled at not only burglary but other occupations. It is 
Poss1b!e t~at s?me of these in?ividuals, given a very small improvement 
to the1r llfe clrcumstances, m1ght get out of the burglary business or 
out of the.robbery business. There is probably also a psychological 
dropout POl nt, where 1 ife is so sati sfyi ng to an i ndi v'l dua 1 that he 
would not engage in criminal behavior. 

Th~.e are also a number of collateral problems that we have 
touched on su~h as the problem of crime displacement. Clearly, if we 
do an export-1mport analysis between neighborhoods, we find that 
some neighborhoods import crime and some neighborhoods export it. If 
our t~rget hardening were not ~pplied uniformly thr0ughout the country 
overn1ght, the effect would be to export some crime to other neighborhoods. 

We would also be engaging in risk transfer. Mr. Devine mentioned 
that wh~n they hardened the commercial targets, attacks were transferred 
~o residences. These are policy questions which the LEAA must address 
~n te~ms of the larger goals of the United States government as to who 
lS gOlng to bear the risks in the society both in terms of persons and 
geography. 
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There is'also the problem of functional change. It ,is ~ossible 
that if burglary were made more difficult, ~u~glars might sw:tch t? 
armed robbery or to home invasion, a v~ry V1C10US typ~ o~ ~rl~e WhlCh 
is always very upsetting to the communltY,and to t~e :ndlvlduals who 
are attacked. In our study we are tentatlvely satlsf1ed th~t t~e run
of-the-mill burglars that we have encountered would not be 1ncllned 
to sWitch to that category, but, from a policy standpoint, it is always 
something that we must be concerned with. 

If we viewed crime lessening strategies from the metropolitan . 
perspective it would involve setting priorities and grouping strategles 
along the systems approach of the type that was brought into the Pentagon 
in the early 1960's. 

For example, and this is pure conjecture, we mi~ht decide.that 
apprehension strategies should be aimed ~t street crlme, that 15, the 
sort of socially dangerous conduct whereln pe?ple are attack~d on the 
streets, which in turn causes the larger publlC.to forego uS1~g t~e 
public ways to some extent. This is a mu~h eaSler type ?f cr1me ln, 
which to maximize apprehension because: lt does happen 1n the publ:c 
ways, it clusters by time and area much more than other ty~es of cr1me~ 
the police resources can be manipulated, and we have certaln tech~ol~gles 
that are available to assist us in this problem. Therefore~ we mlght 
very well be able to increase co~siderabl.Y apprehensions for street 
crimes. 

Property crime, in contrast, is very diffi~ult to combat,with an 
apprehension strategy for the reasons we have dlscussed at thl~ 
conference. This type crime might be handled through opportunlty 
minimizing efforts. 

The foregoing has been a general outline of the type of strate~·ic 
approach we might follow. Within that sort of oyerall lay?ut, we m1ght 
stake out certain pieces for further work. We mlght, for lnstance, 
make some tactical approaches to specific ~spects of these problems~ 
perhaps via the route of demonstration proJects. 
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As I inferred from our opportunity minimizing problem discussed 
in the last couple of days, I would think there are perhaps three main 
types of program areas. One I would call people-oriented - get out and 
improve community organization and citizen education, organize citizen 
patrol groups and citizen surveillance. A second is perhaps material 
oriented - stress the physical features of the dwelling, evaluate and 
lnS ta 11 certai n securi ty hardware. And a thi rd perhaps is what I term 
rrunicipally oriented in that we would beef up police protection o'r 
~treet lighting and uther services of local government. We might) for 
example, run a ~emonstration project on target hardening. There apparently 
have been some 1 n the past, but they have been on a small scale and lack 
the data base that we are now in the process of deve 1 opi ng. 

An even sma 11 er range of acti vi ty with·j nth; s general approach 
would be to continue problem definition. We might, for example, take a 
full-scale look at the desire lessening problem. We might conduct large 
scale studies of the offender population. The offender population seems 
to be of great interest to many people, yet we really know very little 
about it. . 

This then seems to be, from the overview prespective, the general 
direction in which we might build on our present information. 
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JOSEPH F. COATES, Program Manager, Exploratory Research and 
Problem Assessment 
Research Applications 
National Science Foundation 

Mr. Coates is a Program Manager in the Office of Exploratory 
Research and Problem Assessment at the National Science Foundation. 
His job is to encourage and support scientific research relevant 
to the problems of our society. Among his responsibilities is coordination 
of projects relating to alternative futures and institut~onal innovation. 
A particular concern is a program in telecommunications intended to explore 
the development and consequences of alternative strategies for technical 
and' operational development in the telecommunications industry. Special 
concerns are cable TV in urban areas, new towns, and the implications 
for broad-band communications in the home. Mr, Coates I interest in the 
future and telecommunications come together in another way. For the past 
two years he has moderated a nationally distributed radio series on 
society's alternative futures for The World Future Society. 

Mr. Coates received a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemistry 
from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn and a Master of Science 
in Organic Chemistry from Pennsylvania State University. He did 
additional graduate work in philosophY at the University of Pennsylvania. 
He pursued his career in industrial organic chemistry for ten years with 
a major petroleum company. Prior to joining the NSF in 1971) Mr. Coates 
spent eight years as a senior staff member at the Institute for Defense 
Ana lyses. 
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OSCAR NEWMAN, Director of the Institute of Planning and Housing 
and Associate Professor of City Planning 
New York Uni versi ty . 

,Mr. Newman iS,both director of the Institute of Planning and 
~o~Slng~ and Assoelate Professor of City Planning at New York 
Unlverslty. He also serves as an architectual and planning 
consulta~t to HUD~ New York City Housing Authority, and Cleveland 
Metropolltan Houslng Authority. 

II .Currently~ he ~s work~ng on an LEAA grant concerning the 
Deslgn of Resldentlal Envlronments to Improve Securityll; he recently 
com~l~t~d r~sear~h on means for providing recreational and institutional 
facll1tles ln Chlcago (Park ... Moll: Lawndale), and a "Design in Community 
Renewal Programs", for HUD. 

Born in Montreal, Canada, Mr. Newman received his Bachelor 
of Arch itecture from MeGi 11 Un; vers i ty in 1959. He h as been a 
p~act;cing architect a~d city planner with experience as project 
dnector of many planmng and urban design programs. The last ten 
years he has been a professor of Architecture and City Planning. 

Mr. Newman is the author of numerous books and articles; he 
now has two major books in preparation. 
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LEO GULINELLO, Director of Security and Internal Affairs~ 
Boston Housing Authority 

Mr. Gulinello is the Director of Security and Internal 
Affairs for the Boston Housing Authority. He also serves as a 
staff Lecturer for the National Association of Housing and 
Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO). He is the co-founder and 
legal officer of the Municipal Police Science Institute and a 
member of the Massachusetts and Federal Bars. He has.done 
consultant work on Security Practices and Procedures In the 
Boston Community and various other communities throughout 
the country. 

Mr. Gulinello received the Bachelor of Arts and Doctor 
of Jurisprudence from Boston Universi~y. He join~d.the.Bosto~ 
Police Department in 1947 and served ln all capacltles lnvolvlng 
street duty, detective and office work. When the department was 
reorganized. he was assigned to Planning and Research and. 
prepared statistical analyses and evaluation reports on Crlme 
Trends and Patterns in addition to the annual report of the 
Police Commissioner. He was later assigned to the Mayor's office 
as consultant on Crime and Civil Affairs. 
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RICHARD STEVENS, Technical Staff, Research Analysis Corporation. 
and the Institute's Burglary Prevention Study, 
Alexandria, Virginia 

Mr. Stevens has been a member of the Technical Staff of the 
Research Analysis Corporation since 1967. Currently. he is directing 
a study in the Development of Standards for Burglary Prevention 
(City of Alexandria, Virginia) and has recently completed an 
analysis of Washington area crime. identifying the most significant 
crime categories, and formulating research projects in crime 
prevention to reduce their incidence. His recent experience with 
RAC has been directed toward the system analysis of crime, crime 
statistics, and the role of environment in crime, and particularly 
with the development of complete systems for the protection of 
dwell'j ngs . 

MI'. Stevens has a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering from 
George Washington University and both the M.E.S. and the M.E.A. 
from George Washington University. Prior to joining RAe, he was 
with the Atlantic Research Corporation where, as Head Advanced 
Systems An~lysis and Design, he was involved with airborne 
munitions systems. As a Project Manager, Systems Analysis and 
Engineering Department in the American Machine and Foundry Company, 
Mr. Stevens was responsible for systems analysis and deSign in a 
widely divers;fied area. 

Mr. Stevens is author of several publications in the field 
of public safety. 
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THOMAS REPETTO, Associate Professor, John Jay College at the 
City University of New York; Urban Systems 
Research and Engineering, Inc., 
Institute-HUD Crime In and Around Residence Study, Phase I 

Thomas A. Repetto is presently an associate professor of 
criminal justice at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice of the 
City University of New York. From 1952 to 1967 he was a member of 
the Chicago police department rising from patrolman through sergeant, 
lieutenant and captain to commander of detectives. His last assignment 
was commander of the burglary section where he directed 350 detectives 
and supervisory personnel. During his career he also served in the 
patrol, traffic and juvenile divisions. 

Professor Repetto holds a B.A. degree in political science 
and Mas ters and Doctoral degrees in pub 1 i c admi ni strati on. From 
1967 to 1970 he was Littauer Fellow at the John F. Kennedy School 
of Government at Harvard University. In 1970 he received his 
doctorate from that institution. His fields of study were, public 
administration, public law, criminology, and American government. 

Professor Repetto has served as a research associate at the 
MiT-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies and as a consultant or 
advisor to various governmental and private organizations including 
the LEAA, HUD, New England Governors Conference, City of Boston 
and the Ford Foundation. He is the author of several papers as 
well as longer studies on various aspects of the criminal justice 
system. 
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THOMAS REPETTO, Associate Professor, John Jay College at the 
City University of New York; Urban Systems 
Research and Engineering, Inc., 
Institute-HUD Crime In and Around Residence Study, 

Thomas A. Repetto ;s presently an associate professor of 
criminal justice at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice of the 
City University of New York. From 1952 to 1967 he was a member of 

Phase I 

the Chicago police department rising from patrolman through sergeant, 
lieutenant and captain to commander of detectives. His last assignment 
was commander of the burglary section where he direct~d 350 detectives 
and supervisory personnel. During his career he al~o served in the 
patrol, traffic and juvenile divisions. 

Professor Repetto holds a B.A. degree in political science 
and Masters and Doctoral degrees in public administration. From 
1967 to 1970 he was Littauer Fellow at the John F. Kennedy School 
of Government at Harvard University. In 1970 he received his 
doctorate f'l"om that institution. His fields of study were, public 
administration, public law, criminology, and American government. 

Professor Repetto has served as a research associate at the 
MiT-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies and as a consultant or 
advisor to various governmental and private organizations including 
the LEAA, HUD, New England Governors Conference, City of Boston 
and the Ford Foundation. He is the author of several papers as 
well ~s longer studies on various aspects of the criminal justice 
system. 
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HOLLIS L. DEVINES, Director of Schlage Security Institute, 
Schlage Lock Company 

Mr. DeVines is the Director of the $chlage Security Institute, 
Schlage Lock Company in San Francisco. He is a member of the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police; his services and 
rese~rch prov;d~ information on "resourceslJ for the crime prevention 
commlttee of thls organization. He is Western Vice President and 
Board Member of Security Equipment Industry Association. He was 
a member of the Police, Fire and Insurance Coordinatin~ Committee 
that developed the Oakland "Model Burglary Security Code". He is 
a member of the American Society of Industrial Security; California 
Locksmiths' Association, The Texas Locksmiths Association and the 
Associated Locksmiths of America. 

A native of Connecticut, he received his education in 
e~gineering at the University of Nebraska, later returning to 
hlS home state as an Audio-Visual Engineer. He served in the 
Research Division of the U. S. Army Air Force until 1945, and then 
was a Consulting Engineer ;n Houston until he joined Sch1age Lock 
Co. in 1949. 

Mr. DeVines has been the recipient of many awards from 
police departments, as well as the Gold Key A\vard in 1968 for 
his outstanding contribution to public security and Man-of-the
Year Award in 1966--both presented by the California Locksmiths l 

Association. He has been active as a lecturer and consultant in 
the field of security for the past ten years. 
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VERNE A. BUNN, Deputy Chief, Procurement and Management 
Assistance, Region VII, Kansas City, Missouri 
Small Business Administration 

Mr. Bunn has been Deputy Chief of Procurement and Management 
Assistance in Region VII, Kansas City, Missouri, of the Small 
Business Ar.ministration, since 1966. His responsibilities 
include m~nagement counseling and tral~ing activities for Kansas, 
Missouri, Nebraska, and Iowa, and supenising Management Assistance 
Officers in Wichita, Kansas City, Des Moi~es, Omaha, and St. Louis. 
He personally conducts about 25 training programs a year on shoplifting, 
employee pilferage, and fraudulent checks. 

Mr. Bunn received a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration 
from the University of Idaho, and a Master of Letters from the University 
of Pittsburgh plus additional graduate studies. He assisted in the 
direction of the SBA Crime Against Small Business Study in 1968 and helped 
write the final report submitted to the U. S. Senate Select Committee 
on Sma11 Business. He assisted in the production of four films on 
crime in husiness now used extensively in management training. For 
two year~ he was a research analyst with Midwest Research Institute in 
Kansas Ci I"y, conducti ng numerous economi c research studi es for government 
and business. For ten years, he was Associate Professor of Business 
Administration and Director, Center for Business Management Services, 
Wichita State University. 

Mr. Bunn is the author of IlBuyi ng and Sell i ng a Sman Busi ness II, 
and other various articles and research reports. 
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NOTE: The security guidelines presented in this code represented, at 
the time of drafting, the best measures, at the lowest cost, 
available to secure residential and commercial property and safeguard 
public welfare against burglary. These are, the best available 
measures until such time as the National Institute develops standards 
for the security features referred to in the guidelines. Presently, 
the National Bureau of Standards is developing performance standards 
for doors and windows under the Institute's Equipment Systems 
Improvement Program. The language used is non-technical and should 
be easily understood by an owner, builder, or hardware dealer. In 
general, the guidelines were chosen not to conflict with local, state 
or federal la~,fs) regulations, or codes dealing with the life-safety 
factors. In those instances where a guideline may conclict, the 
Exception sections (Section VII in Part 1., and Section VI in Part 
2.), state that the security guidelines shall be superseded by these 
laws, regulations, and codes. 

DRAFT 

CODE: RULES AND REGULATIONS 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this Code ;s to provide minimum guidelines to 

safeguard property and public welfare by regulating and controlling 

the deSign, construction, and quality of material as related to the 

security of building and structures within a city and certain 

equipment specifically regulated herein. 

SCOPE: 

The provisions of this Code shall apply to all existing and 

future buildings Dr structures. 

ALTERNATE MATERIALS AND METHODS OF CONSTRUCTI ON: 

The provisions of this Code are not intended to prevent the use 

of any material or method of construction not specifically prescribed 

by this Code, provided any such alternate has been appt'oved, nor is 

it the intention of this Code to exclude any sound method of structu'ral 

design or analysis not specifically provided ~Jr in this Code. Structural 

design limitations given in this Code are to be used as a guide only, 

and exceptions thereto may be made if substantiated to the enforcing 

authori ty. 

The enforcing authority may approve any such alternate provided 

he finds the proposed design is satisfactory and the material, method or 

work offered is, for the purpose intended, at least equivalent to that 

prescribed in this Code in quality, strength, effectiveness, burglary 

resistance, durability and safety. 
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Tests may be required as proof of compliance at the discretion 

of the enforcing authority. 

In those instances where a guideline conflicts with local, 

state or Federal laws, regulations or codes dealing with the life

safety factors, the regulations are presented in the Exception Sections, 

(See Section VII in Part 1., and Section VI in Part 2.). 

ENFORCEMENT: 

Enforcement shall be the joint responsibility of the Building 

Commissioner or equivalent and the Chief of Police. 

Plans and specifications for new construction must be approved 

by the enforcing authority. 

RESPONSIBILITY: 

The owner or his designated agent shall be responsible for 

compliance with this Code. 

VIOLATIONS AND PENALTIES: 

It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to 

erect, construct, enlarge, alter, repair, move, improve, remove, 

convert or demolish, equip, use, occupy or maintain any building or 

structure in the city, or cause the same to be done, contrary to or 

in violation of any of the provisions of this code. 

Any person, firm, or corporation violating any of the provisions 

of this Code shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. 

APPEALS: 

In order to prevent or lessen unnecessary hardship Dr practical 

difficulties in exceptional cases where it is difficult or impossible to 
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comply with the strict letter of this Code, and in order to determine 

the suitability of alternate materials and types of construction and to 

provide for reasonable interpretations of the provisions of this 

Code, there shall be created a Board of Examiners and Appeals (if none 

exists). The Board shall exercise its power on these matters in such 

a way that the public welfare is secured and that substantial justice 

is done most nearly in accord with the intent and purpose of this 

Code. 
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I. MINIMUM BUILDING SECURITY GUIDELINES 
I 
I Part 1. Commercial Security Guidelines 
1 

I. Exterior Doors: 

(Any building requiring panic proof hardware locks on exit doors 

shall be exempt from the exterior door locking security guidelines). 

All exterior doors shall be secured as follows: 

A. A single door shall be secured with either a double cylinder 

deadbolt or a single cylinder deadbolt without a turnpiece with a 

minimum throw of one inch. Any deadbolt must contain hardened material 

to repel attempts at cutting through the bolt. 

B. On pairs of doors, the active leaf (door) shall be secured 

with the type lock required for single doors in (A) above. The inactive 

leaf shall be equipped with throv: bolts at top and bottom with a minimum 

throw of 5/8 inch. The throw bolts must contain hardened material. 

C. All doors which require locking at top and bottom shall be 

secured with throw bolts at both top and bottom with a minimum throw of 

5/8 inch. The throw bolts must contain hardened material. 

D. Lock cylinders shall be designed or protected so they cannot 

be gripped by pliers or other wrenching devices. 

E. Rolling doors, solid swinging, sliding or accordion garage-type 

doors, both vertical and horizontal, shall be secured with a cylinder 

lock, when not otherwise controlled or locked by wlectric power operation. 

F. Metal accordion, grate, or grill-type doors shall be equipped 

with metal guide track at top and bottom, and a cylinder lock and/or 

padlock with hardened steel shackle and minimum five pin tumbler operation, 
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with non-removable key when in an unlocked position. The bottom track 

shall be so designed that the door cannot be lifted from the track 

when the door is in a locked position. 

G. Outside hinges on all exterior doors shall be provided with 

non-removable pins when using pin-type hinges. If the hinge screw,s 

are accessible, the screws shall be of non-removable type. 

H. Glass panel doors and glass panels adjacent to the door frame 

shall be secured as follows: 

1. rated burglary resistant glass or glass-like material, or 

2. the glass shall be covered with iron bars of at least 

one half-inch round Dr 1" x 1/4" flat steel material. 

spaced not more than five inches apart, fastened on the 

inside of the glazing, or 

3. iron or steel grills of at least 1/8" material of 211 

mesh fastened on the inside of the glazing. 

I. Inswinging doors shall have rabbeted jambs. 

J. Wood doors, not of solid core construction, or with panels 

therein less than 13/8" thick, shall be covered on the outSide with 

at least 16 gauge sheet steel or its equivalent attached with 1/4" 

carriage bolts on minimum 18 11 centers penetrat'ing through the door 

and fastened on the inside with nuts and flat washers. 

K. Jambs for all doors shall be constructed or protected so as 

to prevent violation of the function of the strike. 

L. All exterior doors shall be illuminated with a minimum of a 

60 watt bulb. Such bulb shall be protected with a vapor-tight cover 
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or cover of equal break resistant material. 

II. Sliding Patio Doors opening onto patios or balconies which are 

at ground level or which are otherwise accessible from the outside: 

A. All single sliding patio doors shall have the movable section 

of the door sliding on the inside of the fixed pJrtion of the door, 

or so protected that when the door is locked it cannot be lifted from 

its track. 

B. Dead locks shall be provided on all single sliding patio 

doors. The lock shall be f)perable from the outside by a key uti'l"izing 

a bored lock cylinder of pin tumbler construction. Mounting screws for 

the lock case shall be inaccessible from the outsidp. Lock bolts shall 

contain hardened material and shall be capable of withstanding a force 

of 800 pounds applied in any direction. The lock bolt shall engage 

the strike sufficiently to prevent its being disengaged by any possible 

mOV~I~nt of the door within the space or clearances provided for installatio1 

and operation. The strike area shall be reinforced to maintain effectiveness 

of bolt strength. 

C. Double sliding patio doors must be locked at the meeting rail 

and meet the locking requirements of "B" above. 

III. Glass Windows: 

A. All windows with opening sash within eight feet of ground 

level or otherwise readily accessible shall be protected with either of 

the following: 

Q? 
~ ... 

1. rated burglary resistant glass or glass-like material, or 

2. outside iron bars of at least 1/211 round or 111 x 1/411 

flat steel material, spaced no more than 511 apart, or 

3. outside iron or steel grills of at least 1/8"material of 

211 mesh, and the wi ndow barri er sha1l be secured wi th 

carriage bolts with the head outside. 

B. If the accessible window is of the openable type, it shall be 

secured on the inside with a locking device capable of withstanding a 

force of 300 pounds applied in any direction on the frame. 

C. Jalousie windows shall not be used within eight feet of 

ground level, adjacent structures or fire escapes. 

D .. Outside hinges on all accessible windows shall be provided 

with non-removable pins. If the hinge screws are accessible, the screws 

shall be of non-removable type. 

IV. Roof Openings: 

A. An glass skylights on the roof of any building or premises 

used for business purposes shall be provided with: 

1. rated burglary resistant glass or glass-like material, or 

2. iron bars of at least 1/2l1 round or 111 x 1/4" flat steel 

material, spaced no more than 5 inches apart, inside the 

skylight and securely fastened, or 

3. an iron or steel grill of at least 1/8 11 material of 211 mesh 

inside the skylight and securely fastened. 
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B. All hatchway openings on the roof of any building shall be 

secured as follows: 

1. If the hatchway is of wooden material, it shall be covered 

on the outside with at least 16 gauge sheet steel flanged over the 

vertical edges of the hatch, or its equivalent attached with 1/4" 

carriage bolts on minimum 18" centers penetrating through the door 

and fastened on the inside with nuts and washers. 

2. The hatchway shall be secured from the inside with a slide 

bar or slide bolts. 

3. Outside hinges on all hatchway openings shall be provided 

with non-removable pins when using pin-type hinges. If the hinge 

screws are accessible, the screws shall be of the non-removable type. 

C. All accessible airduct or vent openings ep<ceeding 8" x 12" 

on the roof or exterior walls of any building shall be secured by 

covering the same with the following: 

1. iron or steel bars of at least 1/2" round or 1" x '1/4" 

flat steel material, spaced no more than 5" apart and secut'ely 

fastened, or 

2. iron or steel grill of at least 1/8 11 material of 2" mesh 

and securely fastened, and if the barrier is on the outside, it shall 

be secured with carriage bolts with the head outside. 

V. Special Security Measures: 

A. Safes: Commercial establishments having $1,000 or more in 

cash on the premises after closing hours shall lock such money in a 
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Class "E" safe after closing hours. 

B. Office Buildings (Multiple Occupancy): All entrance doors 

to individual office suites shall have a deadbolt lock with a minimum 

one inch throw bolt which can be opened from the inside. The throw 

bolt must contain hardened material. 

VI. Intrusion Detection Devices: 

A. If it is determined by the enforcing authority of this code 

that the security measures and locking devices described in this code 

do not adequately secure the building, he may require the installation 

and maintenance of an intrusion detection device (burglary alarm system). 

B. Establishments having specific type inventories shall be 

protected by the following type alarm service: 

1. Silent Alarm - Central Station - Supervised Service 

a. Jewelry store - Manufacturing, wholesale, and retail 

b. Guns and ammunition shops 

c. Wholesale liquor 

d. Wholesale tobacco 

e. Wholesale drugs 

f. Fur stores 

2. Silent Alarm 

a. Liquor stores 

b. Pawn shops 

c. Electronic equipment 

d. Wig stores 
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e. Clothing (new) 

f. Coins and stamps 

g. Industrial tool supoly houses 

h. Camera stores 

i. Precious metal storage facil ity 

3. Local Alarm (bell outside premise) 

a. Antique dealers 

b. Art galleries 

c. Service stations 

V I I. Exceoti ons : 

No portion of this Code shall suoersede any local, state, or I=ed-

eral laws, regulations) or codes dealing with the life-safety factors. 

Enforcement of this code should be developed with the cooperation 
I . 

of the local fire authority to avoid Dossible conflict with fire laws. 

Part 2. Residential Security Guidelines 

Single Family Dwelling 

I. Exterior Doors: 

A, Exterior doors (non-~lass panel doors) and doors leading from 

garage areas into private family dwellings shall be of solid core no less 

than 1 3/4 inches thickness. 

B. Exterior doors and doors leading from garage areas shall have 

self-locking latch devices with a minimum throw of one-half inch. 

l 
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C. Glass panel doors and glass panels adjacent to the door frame 

shall be secured as follows: 

1. rated burglary resistant glass or glass-like material, or 

2. the glass shall be covered with iron or steel bars of at ' 

least one-half inch round or 111 x 1/411 flat steel material, 

spaced not more than five inches apart, fastened on the 

inside of the glazing, or 

3. iron or steel grills of at least 1/8 11 material of 211 mesh 

fastened on the inside of the glazing. 

D. Exterior doors swinging out shall have non-removable hinge 

pins. If the hinge screws are accessible, the scre\'ls shall be of 

non-removable type. 

E. Exteri or doors swi ngi ng in sha 11 have rabbeted jambs. 

F. Jambs for all doors shall be constructed or protected to 

prevent violation of the function of the strike. 

II. Sliding Patio Type Doors opening onto patios or balconies which 

are at ground level or which are otherwise accessible from the outside: 

A. All single sliding patio doors shall have the movable section 

of the door sliding on the inside of the fixed portion of the door, or 

be so protected that when the door is locked it cannot be lifted from 

its track. 
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B. Dead locks shall be provided on all single sliding patio 

doors. The lock shall be operable from the outside by a key utilizing 

a bored lock cylinder of pin tumbler constructlon. Mounting screws for 

the lock case shall be inaccessible from the outside. Lock bolts 

shall contain hardened material and shall be capable of withstanding a 

force of 800 pounds applied in any direction. The lock bolt shall 

engage the strike sufficiently to prevent its being disengaged by any 

possible movement of the door within the space or clearances provided 

for installation dnd operation. The strike area shall be reinforced to 

maintain effectiveness of bolt strength. 

c. Double sliding patio doors must be locked at the meeting rail 

and meet the locking requirements of "B" above. 

III. Window and Transom Prntection: 

A. Windows shall be so constructed that when the window is locked 

it cannot be lifted from the mounting frame. 

B. Window locking devices shall be capable of withstanding a 

force of 300 pounds applied in any direction on the frame and be 

unaffected by manually applied vibrating motion. 

C. All windows with opening sash within eight feet of ground level 

or otherwise accessible shall be protected with any of the following: 

1. rated burglary resistant glass or glass-like material, or 

9R 

2. iron or steel bars of at least one-half inch round or 

111 x 1/4" flat steel materi al, spaced not more than five 

inches apart, fastened on the inside of the glazing, and 

covering the glass, or 

3. iron or steel grills of at least 1/8" material of 211 

mesh fastened on the inside of the glazing. 

Multiole Family. DltJe11inqs, Motels and Hotels 

I. Exterior Doors: 

Exterior doors into these structures shall be equipped with 

self-closing devices. 

A. Main!:ntranceDoors shall have self-locking dead latch 

devices with a minimum throw of 1/2 inch requiring a key 

to be used to gain access to the interior. 

B. Secondary Doors to fire stairs, incinerators, and service 

areas shall have self-locking dead latch devices with a 

minimum throw of 1/2 inch. No provision of knob, kE~y, or 

other hardware shall be provided on the exterior of the door. 

C. In Hotels and Motels where exterior doors give direct access 

to the dwelling unit, the d\'/elling unit door shall be secured 

the same as reqU\ired by item III Interior Doors below. 
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II. Garage Doors': 

Whenever parking facilities are provided either under or within 

the confines of the perimeter walls of any multiple dwelling, such 

':aci 1 ity sha 11 be fully enclosed and its entrance doors sha 11 be 

provided with a locking device. 

:,II . Interior Doors: (other than doors in living units) 

The doors shall be equipped with self-closing devices. 

A. Garage doors shall have self-locking dead latch devices 

with a minimum of 1/2 inch throw requiring a key to be 

used to gain access to the interior. 

B. Stairwell doors shall have self-locking dead latch devices 

with a minimum 1/2 inch throw. The door shall allow entrance 

to the stairwell but not exit from the stairwell, except 

that exit from the stairwell will be provided on all floors 

six stories and above. 

C. Doors to Dwelling Units 

1. All wood doors shall be of solid core with a minimum 

thickness of 1 3/4 i~ches. 

2. Swinging entrance doors to individual units shall have 

deadbolts with one inch minimum throw hardened material 

in addition to deadlatches with 1/2 inch minimum throw. 

The locks shall be so constructed that both deadbolt 

and deadlatch can be retracted by a single action of 

the inside door knob. 

lOO 

3. An interviewer or peephole shall be provided in 

each individual unit entrance door. 

4. Doors swinging out shall have non-removable hinge pins. 

5. 

If the hinge screws are accessible the screws shall ~e 

of the non-removable type. 

Doors swinging in shall have rabbeted jambs. 

6. Jambs for all doors ~all be so constructed or protected 

so as to prevent violation of the function of the strike. 

IV. Sliding Patio Type Doors: 

(See Item III of Single Family Dwelling.) 

V. Window Protection: 

(See Item III of Single Family Dwelling.) 

VI. Exceptions': 

No portion of this Code shall supersede any local, state, or 

Federal laws, regulations, or codes dealing with the lffe-safety 

factors. 

Enforcement of this ordinance should be developed with the 

cooperation of the local fire authority to avoid possible conflict 

with fi re 1 aws . 
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COST ESTIMATES 

FOR 

THE SECURITY FEATURES 

Listed below are the preliminary estimates of the cost for, 

and installation of, the security feature in each individual code. 

Replacement cost estimates only are listed. New construction costs 

would be substantially lower. 

Pa.rt I. 

Commercial: 

I. A - Item - $24.00 

Install - $20.00 

B - Item - $5.00 

Install - $10.00 

C - Item-$5.00 

Ins ta 11 - $10.00 

o - Item - $10.00 

Ins ta 11 - $10.00 

E - Item - $8.00 

Ins ta 11 - $10.00 

F - Item - $8.00 

Install - $10.00 

G .- Item-$6.00 

Install - $10.00 
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Bas i c Ins ta 11 a ti on Cos ts 
$lO/hr. 

H-l 2 to 5 times cost of plate glass (plate glass - $2.00/sq. ft.) 

H":2 Average Wi ndow - 3 I x5 I 

Item - $30.00 

Install - $15.00 

H-3 Average Window - 3 1 x5 1 

Item - $15.00 

Install - $10.00 

I - Item $10.00 

Install - $40.00 

J - Item - $25.00 

Install - $30.00 

K - Item - $0 

Install - $20.00 

L - Item - $10.00 

Install - $22.50 

(assume already wired) 

II. A - Item - $2.00 

Install - $5.00 

B - Item - $8.00 

Install - $40.00 

C - See II. A & II. B above 
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III. A - (see I-H) above 

B - Item - $3.50 

Ins ta 11 .- $0 

C - Item - (Wi ndow replacement cost) 

o - (See I-G above) 

IV. A - Items (See I-H) 

B - 1. Item - $20.00 

Install - $20.00 

2. Item - $20.00 

Install - $10.00 

3. (See I-G above) 

C - 1. Item - $15.00 

Install - $10.00 

2. Item - $10.00 

Ins ta 11 - $10.00 

V. A - Item - $150.00 - to $500.00 

B - Item - $24.00 

Ins ta 11 $ 20 .00 

VT. A .. Unass i gnab 1 e 

B-1. Ins ta 11 - $500.00 
,I' 
!i 

Per month - $50 - $60 
(average small business) 

2. Install - $500 

per month - $20 - $30 

lCl4 

3. Ins ta 11 - $500 

(Lease) $12 to $15/month 

Part 11. 

Residential Single Family 

I - A-Item $26.00 

Install $40.00 

B-Item - $5.00 

Ins ta 11 - $10.00 

C-(See I-H in Commercial Code) 

D-(See I-G in Commercial Code) 

E-(See I-I in Commercial Code) 

F-(See I-K in Commercial Code) 

II-A-Item - $2.00 

Install - $5.00 

B- Item - $8.00 

Labor - $40.00 

C-(See II A & II B above) 

III-A-Item - $0 

Ins ta 11 - $5.00 

B- Item - $3.50 

I nsta 11 - $0 

C-(See I-H in Commercial Code) 

Multiple Dwellings 

I-A Item $8.00/per door 
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Install $lO.OOjper door 

B Item $8.00jdoor 

Install $lO.OOjper door 

C (See Item III below) 

II. Unassignable 

III-A Item $8.00 

Install - $10.00 

B Item - $8.00 

Install - $10.00 

C - 1. Item - $26.00 

Install - $40.00 

2. Item - $40.00 

Install $40.00 

3. Item - $5.00 

Install $5.00 

4. Item - $6.00 

Install - $10.00 

5. Item - $10.00 

Install - $40.00 

6. Item - $0 

Install - $20.00 

IV. (See II Single Family) 

V. (See III Single Family) 

APPENDIX C 
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The Institute has several major studies that are relevant 
to the Seminar topics. These studies along with their objectives 
andproducts are listed below. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

NI 70-088: Burgl a ry Preventi on 
Grantee: Ci ty of Al exandri a, Al exandri a, Va. 
Duration: 6/30/70 - 8/1/73 

Objective: 

Products: 

To develop and evaluate a model city building 
securi ty code. 
1. Security codes for the defense of property 

against illegal intrusions. 
2. Cost Effectiveness Standards for readily 

available defensive devices. 
3. An Educational Program to utilize the above 

Codes and Cost Effectiveness Standards. 

NI 7l-026-C-l: Crime In and Around Residences (joint with HUn) 
Grantee: Urban Systems Research and Engineering, Inc. 
Duration: 8/12/71 - 5/12/73 

Objective: 

Products: 

To determine nature and pattern of crimes 
occurring in and around residential areas. 
Cl ass i fi cati on and cri mi nal i nformati on on 
the nature and patterns of crime in and around 
res i dences . 

NI 71-026-C-2: Systems for Residential Security (joint with HUD) 
Grantee: Boise Cascade Center for Community Involvement, 

Washington, D. C. 
Durati on: 8/13/71 - 5/12/73 

Objective: 

Products: 

To develop a total security system to reduce the 
number and severity of the crimes identified in 
Phase I. 

Security Systems for reducing identified crimes 
(Ph ase II). 

NI 71-091-G: Tactical Analysis of Street Crime 
Grantee: Office of the Sheriff, Jacksonville, Florida 
Du rati on: 5/15/71 - 1/18/73 

Objecti ve: 

Products: 

To develop information that will be useful to local 
authorities in the design or redesign of neighborhood 
street envi ronments for increased ci ti zen safety. 
The identification of factors relevant to the inter
action of victim environment and assailant in street 
cri mes . 

e. NI 7l-ll4-PG: An Examination of the Impact of Intensl~e Police 
Patrol 

f. 

g. 

Grantee: University of Rhode Island, Kingston 
Duration: 6/1/71 - 10/31/72 

Objecti ves : 

Products: 

1. To investigate the impact of police presence 
upon crime and the effect of intensive police 
patrol on the displacement of crime. 

2. To characterize targets of commercial and bank 
robbery by such factors as financial and 
demographic types. 

1. Guidelines for predicting the direction of 
spatial deflection in commercial and bank 
robberi es . 

2. The effectiveness of intensive police patrol 
activities, on crime and its displacement. 

3. How to assess patrol strategies. 

NI71-127-G: Architectural Design to Improve Secur.i.!Ljn Urban 
Residential Areas 

Grantee: New York Uni vers ity 
Duration: 6/25/71 - 12/31/72 

Objective: 

Products: 

To determine whether the physical design or residen
tial complexes and their disposition in the urban 
setting can significantly affect rates of serious 
crime and vandalism which occur within public 
hous i ng units. 
1. The improvement of at 1 east two test projects 

under the New York Housing Authority. 
2. Guidelines for specific design or modification of 

housing projects across the country. 

NI 71-l32-G: Kansas City Street LightiJl[.Study 
Grantee: Kans as Ci ty, Mo. Pub 1 i c Works Department 
Duration: 7/1/71 - 3/31/73 

Objecti yes : 

Products: 

To provide a clearer basis for allocating lighting 
and planning their future utilization. 

1. Research Deslgn for testing street lighting 
performance in reducing street crime. 

2. The performance of street lighting in reducing 
street crime in specific urban areas. 
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h. NI72-99-002: Burglary: A Study of the Character, Correlates, 
Correctives and Causes 

Grantee: Human Sciences Research, Inc., McLean, Va. 
Duration: 10/1/71 - 10/31/72 

Objectives: To determine the context in which burglary occurs, 
thrives and the psychology that causes burglars. 

Products: The causes, character, correctives and correlation 
of burgl ary. 

i. 72 NI-0001-A, B & C: Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory and 
Support Services 

Grantee: National Bureau of Standards 
Duration: 7/1/72 - 5/1/72 

Objective: To establish and maintain a Law Enforcement 
Standards Laboratory. 

Products: 1. Perforrr,ance Standards for Vari ous Law Enforcement 
Systcrr.s and equ'i pment. 

2. Oes1911 standards for equipment or components. 
3. Prog'cclffi f~T inspect'ing and certifying commercial 

test1ng lnboratories. 

j. NI 72-026: Analysis Group: Equipment Systems Improvement Program. 
Grantee: The MITRE Corporation 
Durati0n: 7/1/72 - 6/30/73 

Objective:. Identify and define law enforcement and criminal 
Justice system problem which require equipment 
systems. 

k. NI 72-027: Developmerlt Group: Equipment Systems Improvement 
Program 

Grantee: The Aerospace Corporation 
Duration: 7/1/72 - 6/30/73 

Objective: Develop equipment systems to solve law enforcement 
and criminal justice system problems. 
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